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Abstract 
 

 This report describes the development, design and results of a solution method that optimally allocates 

arriving barges in time and berth space at a liquid bulk terminal and successively balances the workload by allocating 

human resource operations in the operational plan. Berth allocation literature is applied with the development of 

the solution method. Furthermore, the solution method is embedded in a developed Decision Support Tool to 

support the daily decision making of the planners at the terminal. Computational experiments are performed within 

four case studies at the terminal to provide insights on how the solution method performs compared to the as-is 

situation and for validation purposes. 
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Management Summary 
 

 This report represents the results of my master thesis project ‘Optimizing the operational planning of 

seaside operations at a liquid bulk terminal: A Decision Support Tool for service prioritized berth allocation and human 

resource allocation’.  By storing liquid bulk products for their customers, Company A acts as a logistical service 

provider and forms a small but important part of the total supply chain of their customers. 

Problem statement 

This research is initiated because management of the terminal has noticed a decrease in reliability of their operational 

seaside planning. Almost daily they encounter multiple deviations from planning which leads to congestion for 

different modalities and higher waiting times for customers. Order time agreements are not met and passed on 

demurrage costs have increased over the past year. All having a negative impact on customer service. Multiple 

causes contribute to the problem and these causes are divided in internal and external causes. The following causes 

are identified: 

Internal causes 

(1) No (software) support of planners – predictions based on experience of planners. 

(2) No queueing system at the seaside (semi prioritizing). 

(3) Low insight in human resource demand. 

(4) Variability of human resources per shift. 

(5) Low availability of human resources per shift.  

External causes 

(6) Uncertainty in arrival times.  

(7) Considerable amount of last minute orders (changes). 

(8) Uncertainty in berth times of vessels. 

The goal of this project is to improve berth planning and increase the reliability and predictability of the operational 

plan. Predictability depicts how accurate the forecasts of the plannable items are and reliability indicates to what 

degree the planning is executed and fulfills the customer expectations. This goal is achieved by the development 

and implementation of a Decision Support Tool (DST) which has led to the following research assignment:  

 

 

 

 

Research approach 

The methodology used in this research is based on the research model developed by Sagasti and Mitroff (1973). This 

model is used in operational research (OR) for developing mathematical models in a structural way by going through 

four different phases namely Conceptualization, Modelling, Model Solving and Implementation. The 

Conceptualization phase started with an orientation period of three weeks where all departments of the terminal 

were visited and interviews were taken with management by the author in order to get to know the processes at 

the terminal. Also, the author walked along with several operator shifts to collect practical insights. During this 

period the problem was introduced by management. Subsequently, a literature review followed in which the author 

collected and summarized literature relevant to the problem. 

Development and implementation of a Decision Support Tool aimed at increasing the 

predictability and reliability of the daily operational planning of barges and seaside operations at 

a liquid bulk terminal that is subject to dynamic vessel arrival times, discrete berths and human 

resource constraints. 
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 The second phase Modelling consists of transforming the relevant literature and practical acquired 

knowledge in a solution method. Crucial for the solution method are accurate estimates of the plannable items and 

insights in human resource demand. In particular estimating berth times of vessels since the allocation of vessels in 

time and space will lead the planning. The estimates for the berth time components are calculated through a data 

analysis of a dataset from the last two years. In order to determine parameters for human resource demand, 

qualitative data is collected by having interviews with shift leaders and quantitative data is collected in the field by 

walking along in shifts and clocking durations. 

 In the third phase Model Solving, the developed solution method is tested by performing computational 

experiments within four chosen case studies at the terminal. The results are compared with the current situation 

and model validation is done via a predictability test, interchanging estimated berth times and a sensitivity analysis. 

 In the final phase Implementation, a DST is developed to support the Planning Department in their daily 

decision making with regards to the operational plan. The solution method is embedded in the tool such that the 

end user can start the optimization and construct an operational plan by entering the input data. The tool will 

automatically display the output in an easy interpretable way. Also, an implementation plan is written for a 

successful introduction and implementation of the tool in the company.  

 

Solution Method 

A solution method is developed for creating an operational plan for the seaside of the terminal. The operational plan 

has a planning horizon of 24 hours and contains the allocation of vessels and all operations performed by the 

operators. The solution method consists of two mathematical models namely Part A and Part B which are solved 

sequentially. Part A involves the incoming vessel allocation at the seaside of the terminal in both time and berth 

location. Part B is concerned with workload management. Part B uses the output from Part A which consists of 

vessel related human resource operations and allocates the remaining non-vessel related human resources such that 

the human resource demand is balanced over the planning horizon. Part B also takes into account the human 

resource demand for the operators by the handling of trains and pump overs.  

The berth allocation problem at the terminal can be described as a service prioritized berth allocation 

problem with dynamic arrivals and discrete berths where vessel handling- and arrival times are deterministic. 

Handling time of vessels is dependent per berth. Vessels arrive over time at the terminal for the loading or unloading 

of product and the planner needs to assign them a berth for the operational planning for a specific time within the 

planning horizon. Mathematical model Part A is described via a Mixed Integer Linear Programming Model (MILP-

model). The objective function is represented as minimizing the total service time for all barges within the planning 

horizon where the service time consists of a barges’ waiting- and handling time. The model takes into account the 

terminal specific constraints and applies a customer service differentiation method in a systemized manner. 

Assignment of priorities is based on the profitability of the customers. Five customers are listed which need to be 

assigned a higher priority than the rest of the customers which are of equal importance. Exact weights assigned to 

customers’ barges are determined by the total number of arriving vessels. 

Mathematical model Part B represents workload management in terms of human resource demand. The 

availability of operators is restrained and needs to be incorporated in the model. Part A determines the schedule of 

vessels and thus the vessel related human resources operations. However, the operators also need to perform non-

vessel related human resource operations and the planners need to allocate these operations over the planning 

horizon. Part B of the mathematical model is also formulated as a Mixed Integer Linear Programming Model (MILP-

model).  The objective function is formulated as minimizing the total waiting time of independent human resource 

operations. By choosing this objective function, the As-Soon-As-Possible (ASAP) principle is applied for the 

allocation of human resource operations.   
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Results and contributions 

The performance of the solution method is determined by the KPI output values of the composed plan. The 

following KPI’s are measured: 

 

 

 

 

    Initially, the operational plans of the terminal produce better KPI scores within all four case studies.  

However, the KPI “Total handling time barges” shows significant lower berth time estimates for the terminal in 

comparison to the solution method. Lower berth time estimates have a favorable effect on all other KPI’s. When 

comparing the estimates of the terminal and the solution method with the actual berth times, the berth time 

estimates of the solution method have an average deviation of -0,28 hours and the estimates of the terminal -1,54 

hours. The conclusion can be made that the solution method produces more accurate berth times. For better 

comparison, the berth time estimates of the solution method are incorporated in the operational plans of the 

terminal within the four case studies. 

    Results show that the solution method produces KPI values superior for all KPI’s within three cases. Only 

for the case study “Seaside”, the terminal scores slightly better. The main objective of composing an operational 

plan consists of minimizing the total service time of barges and thus improving customer service. The solution 

method produces on average an operational plan with 0,87 hours less service time. However, the operational plans 

of the solution method take human resource demand and availability into account. When adding human resource 

demand and availability to the operational plans of the terminal, three out of four operational plans are infeasible. 

In practice, infeasibility will most likely lead to deviations and thus a lower level of predictability and reliability of 

the operational planning. Infeasibility of the plan leads to false KPI output which makes comparisons invalid.  

    Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis is applied on the solution method within the extreme case. The effects 

of adding or eliminating one operator is tested. One additional operator in all shifts has the same increase in 

performance as one additional operator in shift 1. Adding one operator to shift 2 or shift 3 does not increase the 

overall performance of the operational plan. One additional operator in shift 1 yields a 4.35% decrease in waiting 

time of barges and a 1,50% decrease in the total service time of barges. Eliminating one operator in all three shifts 

has a significant negative effect on the performance and the effect is approximately four times larger when adding 

an operator. One operator less in all shifts yields a 21.75% increase in waiting times of barges and 7,48% increase 

in total service time of barges. 

    As an overall conclusion, the solution method performs better than the as-is situation leading to improved 

berth scheduling and increased predictability and reliability of the daily operational seaside planning. On top of the 

increased performance, the solution method also schedules the independent human resources and takes human 

resource demand and availability into account. Additional benefits of the solution method list elimination of 

unpleasant arithmetical calculations of the planners and visualization of operational plans.  

    This research is the first in BAP literature to take human resource demand and human resource availability 

into account for the berth allocation at a seaport terminal. The results of this study show that the inclusion of human 

resource demand and availability can have a significant effect on the berth allocation and helps creating a more 

reliable planning. Ignoring the human resource feasibility of a berth schedule can lead to infeasibility of the 

operational plan and deviations with higher waiting times in practice as a result.  

 

- Total waiting time barges; 

- Total handling time barges; 

- Total service time barges; 

- Total waiting time HR operations; 

- Average waiting time HR operations; 

 

- Average waiting time barges; 

- Average turnaround time barges; 

- Average berth utilization; 

- Make span. 
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CHAPTER 1 | Introduction 
 

 

 Company A is a liquid bulk terminal which stores liquid products for their customers. Barges and seagoing 

vessels of customers arrive daily at the seaside of the terminal for the loading and unloading of product. The terminal 

wants to improve the reliability of their seaside planning in order to improve their customer service. This research 

focuses on analyzing the current situation at the terminal and developing a solution method on how to improve the 

reliability of the daily operational planning. This Master Thesis documents and encompasses the concluding part of 

my Master Operations Management & Logistics at the University of Technology, Eindhoven.  

Chapter 1 serves as an introduction to this master thesis project. Section 1.1 provides a company 

description of Company A and the terminal accompanied with a description of the Planning Department in Section 

1.1.2. A brief overview of the order fulfillment process is depicted in Section 1.2 and Section 1.3 provides the 

problem introduction. This chapter ends with a description of the report structure in Section 1.4.  

 

1.1 Company Description 

1.1.1 Company A 

Company A is a Multi-User Terminal (MUT) and is located in the port of Antwerp (Imai, Nishimura, & 

Papadiomitriou, 2003). This location makes the terminal a perfect hub for customers that are trading, distributing, 

and producing across Europe and the rest of the world. The terminal is specialized in the storage of oleochemicals, 

biofuels, crude oil and petroleum products. With deep sea access, a road connection and a train station, the terminal 

has three modalities for inbound and outbound of product from tanks.  

The waterfront of the terminal counts twelve berth spaces for the mooring of vessels. Four berths are 

destined for seagoing vessels and eight berths are available for barges. A flexible network of pipelines and pumps 

connects the berths to different tank groups in the yard of the terminal. Via trains and trucks product can be 

transported to and from the hinterland. A detailed map of the terminal can be found in Appendix A.  

Company A consists of a fairly old terminal built in the 40s with a lot of different investments in 

infrastructure and tanks throughout the years. Due to this investments, multiple differences exist among tank 

groups, pipelines and pump stations, which increases the complexity of the infrastructure of the terminal. 

1.1.2 Planning Department  

The overall terminal planning can be divided in multiple subsystems which need to be optimized individually but 

also as a whole due to interfaces of the subsystems and the combined use of infrastructure and human resources. 

The actionable planning horizon of the terminal consists of two or three days.  

The terminal can be divided in three areas namely the sea-, yard-, and landside. Operations can be divided 

in the same way and broken down to three categories: seaside operations, landside operations and yard operations. 

A schematic representation of these operations is shown in Figure 1. Seaside operations are concerned with the 

berthing of vessels and the loading and unloading of product to vessels. If a vessel is berthed, a path way called 

gangway is attached to the vessel to allow boarding and onboarding of either the captain or operators. Before 

transferring product, pump lines are connected to the vessel via a connector arm crane. 
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The yard side is where product is temporarily stored waiting to be imported or exported. The storage 

tanks are divided in nine tank groups which differ in specifications and in dimensions. These characteristics 

determine in which tank which product is allowed to be stored. Each tank group is connected with a coupling room 

where connections with pipeline segments can be made with the seaside, landside or other tanks in the yard. 

Company A performs service activities on the product on behalf of the customer as for example heating or blending. 

Blending product is applicable with biofuels where different biofuel products can be obtained by blending biofuel 

with petro diesel. The landside operations are concerned with operations for receiving and delivering inbound and 

outbound product for inland distribution via the modalities trucks and trains.  

The terminal planning is divided in five segments namely train-, truck-, berth-, pump overs- and 

maintenance planning together with the related infrastructure needed per area. Five planners form Company A’s 

Planning Department and are responsible for the overall terminal planning.  
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of liquid bulk terminal operations. 

 

1.2 Order fulfillment process 

Order fulfillment involves the process of filling, delivering and servicing customer orders (Croxton, 2003). The 

order fulfillment process of the terminal consists of three major parts: order registration, order planning and order 

execution.  The Customer Service (CS) Department is responsible for registering orders, the Planning & Scheduling 

(P&S) Department composes a daily planning and the Operational Service (OS) Department executes the daily 

planning.  

According to the terminal, an order is an assignment from a certified customer, submitted in written form, 

to perform a certain operation (van der Mijn, 2016). An order consists of one or more product transfers. Product 

transfers can either be  

Loading    A transfer of product from one tank into a modality 

Unloading  A transfer of product from one modality into a tank 

Transshipment  A transfer of product from one vessel into another vessel 

Over pump   A transfer of product from one tank into another tank 
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1.3 Problem Introduction 

Several years ago the terminal had relatively low occupancy of tanks. Sales closed a lot of deals over a period of time 

and this significantly raised the occupancy When the occupancy was low, customer service was excellent and not a 

problem. They could accept any order request without having an impact on customer service. During this time they 

also reduced the workforce to improve profitability. This meant things were stretched and customer service 

suffered.  

At the same time, the markets where Company A operates in have changed. More competitors have 

entered the market and the competition has increased putting pressure on prices. After high capex investments in 

the past and sustained growth in Europe today, Company A’s strategy focuses on higher operational efficiency in 

the upcoming years. With high tank occupancy and a reduced workforce, management has noticed a decrease in 

reliability of their operational planning. Daily they encounter multiple deviations from planning which leads to 

congestion for different modalities and higher waiting times for customers. Order time agreements are not met and 

passed on demurrage costs have increased over the past year. All having a negative impact on customer service.  

 

1.4 Report structure 

Chapter 1 describes the company and its background as well as a problem introduction. Chapter 2 provides a 

deeper understanding of the problem together with the causes. Furthermore, a brief summary of the literature 

review and the research design are discussed. The research design contains the research questions and together with 

the methodology it provides a clear overview of the research. Chapter 3 discusses a detailed analysis of the current 

situation at the terminal. Plannable items and the planning process are discussed combined with the terminal layout. 

Chapter 3 also depicts the berth allocation problem at the terminal and gives an overview of the human resources 

needed for the handling of modalities. The chapter ends with an analysis how Company A assigns priorities to 

customers.  

 Chapter 4 provides a detailed description of the solution method developed in this research.  The chapter 

describes the two mathematical models and the customer priority determination.  In Chapter 5, the solution 

method is tested via computational experiments within four case studies. The results of the solution method are 

compared with the results of the Planning Department. Model validation is done via a predictability test, 

interchanging estimated berth times and a sensitivity analysis. Chapter 6 encompasses implementation and 

describes the developed Decision Support Tool (DST) together with the implementation plan. Finally, this report 

ends with Chapter 7 which describes the conclusions, the limitations and suggestions for future research.  
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CHAPTER 2 | Research Design 
 

This chapter provides a detailed problem description and the research formulation. Section 2.1 discusses 

the problem statement which is complemented with the internal and external causes of the problem. After the 

problem statement, the context and place of the problem in existing literature are discussed in Section 2.2. The 

research assignment and questions are given in Section 2.3 Subsequently Section 2.4 and 2.5 elaborate on the scope 

and research methodology used in this project. Finally, this chapter ends with a list of deliverables in Section 2.6.  

 

2.1 Problem statement  

After multiple interviews with terminal staff with different roles within Company A and discussions with 

management, the following problem statement is defined:  

“Low predictability and reliability of the daily operational seaside planning which leads to not     

meeting order time agreements, higher demurrage costs and decreased customer service”   

Predictability depicts how accurate the forecasts of the plannable items are and reliability indicates to what degree 

the planning is executed and fulfills the customer expectations. Waiting time at the terminal causes demurrage costs 

for the shipping line but these costs can and will be passed on to Company A.  

2.1.1 Problem causes 

Multiple causes contribute to the problem and these causes can be divided in internal and external causes. Internal 

causes are within control of the organization and external causes affect the organization but cannot be controlled by 

the organization. The causes are identified by conducting interviews with different roles within Company A and by 

forming and measuring of a Key Performance Indicator (KPI). For one month, the daily planning is copied in a 

database and the following day checked whether deviations have occurred. In case of a deviation, the cause is noted 

and after a month the causes of deviation were analyzed. The data of this KPI is given in Appendix B. The results of 

the KPI show a low average during this month. The following causes are identified: 

Internal causes: 

(1) No (software) support of planners – predictions based on experience of planners. 

The lead times of the plannable items are estimated with arithmetical calculation in the mind of the planners purely 

based on years of experience. Choice of infrastructure to optimize a certain performance goal is done on loose 

estimates. No norm times based on historical data are used.  Also, no visible support in the form of software is 

available.    

(2) No queueing system at the seaside (semi prioritizing). 

The terminal does not apply a constant queueing system at the seaside. In some cases the vessels are prioritized on 

revenues but in other cases, vessels from customers with ending contracts can be prioritized. In practice, the factors 

for assigning priorities to vessels can vary daily. Also, no queueing rules are defined which in practice leads to 

waiting time propagation effects in case of delays.  
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(3) Low insight in human resource demand. 

Low insight in human resource demand which during peaks often causes customer service delays if the workload 

exceeds the available human resources. 

(4) Low availability of human resources per shift.  

As mentioned in the problem introduction, human resource availability is constrained at the terminal. 

(5) Short term variability of human resource available per shift.  

With training-, sick-, and vacation days, the availability of operators can vary on the short term. This can lead to 

less operators for a planned shift which will cause customer service delays in practice. 

External causes: 

(6) Uncertainty in arrival times.  

Company A is a logistical service provider and acts as a link in the supply chain of their customers. The terminal 

forms a part of the program which the carrier completes. Delays in previous locations or weather conditions 

contribute to uncertainty in arrival times.  

(7) Considerable amount of last minute orders (changes). 

A significant part of Company A’s customers are traders in their product markets. Due to the nature of trading 

markets, liquid bulk can be sold or purchased each minute. This applies especially in the biofuel segment where a 

lot of last minute orders for barges take place. Customers with inventory at the terminal also sell product to each 

other which in practice often leads to last minute pump overs on the terminal. 

(8) Uncertainty in berth times of vessels. 

The berth time of a vessel is defined as the time between the arrival of a vessel at the berth till the departure of that 

vessel from the berth. During the berth time the vessel and infrastructure are prepared and sequentially or 

simultaneously product transfers are performed. The duration of the berth time is liable to uncertainty due to 

multiple factors as pumping interruptions or administrative delays. This uncertainty in the berth time of a vessel 

can cause delays and thus deviations from the operational plan. 
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2.2 Literature Review Summary 

Section 2.2 describes a brief summary of the literature review conducted at the start of this research study. The 

information in the literature review most relevant to this research study is briefly discussed in this section.  

 

2.2.1 Seaport Terminals 

Seaports and terminals are links in the chain of transporting goods and raw materials globally from business to 

business and business to customer. Seaport terminals are the link between seagoing vessels and inland transportation 

or vice versa and continue to play a vital role in the success of maritime transport. A seaport terminal typically 

consists of a seaside with berths where vessels can berth for the loading and unloading of cargo, a yard for the storage 

of cargo and a landside for the inland distribution by other modalities as trucks and trains. A rough distinction within 

sea port terminals consists of container terminals and bulk terminals due to the nature of the cargo. A Maritime 

Container Terminal is an open system where containers are transshipped between different transport modalities for 

onward transportation (Steenken, Voss, & Stahlbock, 2004). A bulk port terminal is a zone of the port where sea-

freight docks on a berth and is stored in a buffer area called yard for loading, unloading or transshipment of bulk 

cargo (Robenek et al., 2014). 

 

2.2.2 Planning and Scheduling of Seaport Terminals 

Seaport terminals can be divided in three areas namely the sea-, yard-, and landside. Operations can be divided in 

the same way and broken down to three categories: seaside operations, landside operations and yard operations 

(Gkolias, 2007). Seaside operations are concerned with the berthing of vessels and the loading and unloading of 

product to the vessels. The yard side is where product is temporarily stored waiting to be imported or exported. 

In case of container terminals, the yard will consists of stacking of containers. In case of bulk terminals, the yard 

will consists of large filling areas for dry bulk and with large storage tanks for liquid bulk. The landside operations 

are concerned with activities for receiving and delivering inbound and outbound product via modalities as trucks or 

trains. All this three categories of operations interact with each other. The seaside operations interact with the yard 

operations via the shared infrastructure or human resources for the internal transport of product. Analogy, the 

landside interacts with the yard side in the same manner. Furthermore, operations in the yard side like maintenance 

can block or cause congestion of internal transport of product.  

A terminal acts as a third party service provider and wants to increase their service levels for all customers 

and modalities. However the costs of demurrage and the volume of transport is significantly higher on vessels than 

on trains or trucks. Therefore much attention is directed to optimizing the seaside operations and to play a small 

and efficient role in the supply chain of customers and shipping liners. At the same time leading to the concept of 

the berth allocation problem which tangles in the core of optimizing the seaside operations 

 

2.2.3 Berth Allocation Problem typology 

The berth allocation problem (BAP) is concerned with the assignment of berth space and berth time to a set of 

vessels within a given time horizon such that a given objective function is optimized (Umang, Bierlaire, & Vacca, 

2013). Vessels arrive at the terminal over time for the loading and/or unloading of cargo and the planner needs to 

assign them to berths for the operational planning for a specific time within a given horizon. 

The overall objective of BAP is increasing the service level to customers. BAP is usually focused on 

minimizing the service times of vessels but BAP can have several objectives as minimization of port stay time, 

minimization of number of rejected vessels, minimization of deviation between actual and planned berthing 

schedules etc. (Pratap et al., 2016).  
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Due to situation specific constraints a multitude of BAP formulations are developed and discussed in 

literature. These constraints are divided in spatial and temporal constraints. Spatial constraints can restrict the 

feasible berth positions of vessels along the seaside of the terminal whereas temporal constraints can restrict the 

arrival-, departure and of berthing times of vessels. According to (Imai et al., 2005) the berth space can be defined 

as a  

(a) Discrete layout: The berth is divided in fixed sections where only one vessel can be serviced at each 

single berth at a specific time.  

(b) Continuous layout: There are no specific sections along the seaside of the terminal, i.e. vessels can 

berth at arbitrary positions within the berth boundaries of the seaside of the terminal.  

(c) Hybrid layout: Similar to the discrete layout, the berth is divided into fixed sections but a large     

vessel can occupy multiple berth sections whereas smaller vessels can share a fixed berth section. 

According to (Imai, Nishimura & Papadimitriou, 2001) the arrival process of vessels at the terminal can be 

differentiated in static and dynamic arrivals;  

(a) Static arrival: All the vessels are already at the port and can be berthed immediately or the arrival 

times of vessels can be forwarded, i.e. the arrival time of vessels can be scheduled during the entire time 

horizon.  

(b) Dynamic arrival: Vessels may arrive during the planning horizon and the start times of the vessels 

cannot be scheduled before the minimum arrival time of vessels. 

Vessel handling times are assumed deterministic in most published BAP models but still, in literature vessel handling 

times are stated in multiple ways (Bierwirth & Meisel, 2010):  

(a) They are known in advance and considered fixed;  

(b) They depend on vessel’s berthing positions;  

(c) They depend on the number of cranes serving the vessels;  

(d) They depend on the work schedules of the assigned cranes;  

(e) They obey to combinations of (b), (c), and (d). 

 

2.2.4 BAP literature gaps 

Some areas within BAP theory have been studied less or literature gaps exist. Four of this areas or literature gaps 

are identified and represent: 

1. Bulk port literature 

Bulk ports have received far less attention in comparison to container terminals while bulk terminals 

differ significantly from container terminals.  

2. Human resource demand 

None of the existing BAP literature takes human resource demand and human resource availability 

into account. 

3. Uncertainty 

The vast majority of BAP literature does not consider uncertainty in terms of stochastic handling 

times or arrival times. 

4. Port arrival constraints 

Passage restrictions within port structures have not been integrated in none of the models published 

in BAP literature.  
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2.3 Research Formulation 

2.3.1 Research Assignment 

The research assignment is the foundation of the Master Thesis Project and is based on the problem statement and 

the current situation. The research assignment consists of the following;   

                                       

 

 

 

 

2.3.2 Research Objectives 

In this Section the underling research objectives are described that will help in accomplishing the research 

assignment of the Master Thesis Project. Each underlying research objective is divided into a set of research 

questions or tasks to clarify what actions should be performed to complete the underlying research objective.  
 

1. Describe the as-is situation at the terminal 

a. Describe the characteristics of the terminal. 

b. What are the characteristics of the orders processed by Company A? 

c. Which processes are carried out by Company A for planning and executing orders? 

d. What KPI’s are used by Company A to measure their planning reliability? 

e. What is the reliability of the daily planning in the current situation? 

f. Which factors influence the reliability of the daily planning in the current situation? 

 

2. Determine the sets of primary- and human resource operations and determine the related 

estimated lead times. 

a. Create a mechanism for calculating the expected berth times of vessels. 

b. Give an overview of all human resource operations with their estimated lead times 

c. Determine the maximum work load possible in the 24 hour planning horizon.   

d. Determine priority assignment for barges and human resource operations. 

 

3. Test the solution method in a case study and compare the results with the as-is situation. 

a. How does the priority assignment scenario performs? 

b. Develop a case study. 

c. What is the difference in total service time between the as-is situation and the to-be situation? 

d. Perform a sensitivity analysis to analyze the effect of different values for input parameters on the output of the 

solution method. 

 

4. Transform the solution method in a Decision Support Tool for Company A to support them with 

the daily planning of all seaside operations. 

a. What requirements does Company A have for the Decision Support Tool? 

b. What are the input and output values of the Decision Support Tool? 

c. Which KPI’s are measured and shown for the output schedule? 

d. How can the mechanism for calculating the expected berth times of vessels be incorporated in the Decision 

Support Tool? 

 

 

 

Development and implementation of a Decision Support Tool aimed at increasing the 

predictability and reliability of the daily operational planning of barges and seaside operations at 

a liquid bulk terminal that is subject to dynamic vessel arrival times, discrete berths and human 

resource constraints. 
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5. Develop an implementation plan on how the Decision Support Tool can be implemented for 

further use by Company A. 

a. What actions does Company A need to undertake to implement the Decision Support Tool at the terminal? 

  

 

2.4 Research Methodology 

The methodology used in this research is based on the research model developed by Sagasti and Mitroff (1973). This 

model is used in operational research for developing mathematical models in a structural way with four different 

phases. The model is shown in Figure 2 and the phases of this research are provided in the following sections.  

2.4.1 Conceptualization 

The Conceptualization phase started with an orientation period of three weeks at the terminal. All departments 

were visited and interviews were taken with management by the author in order to get to know the processes at 

the terminal. Also, the author walked along with several operator shifts to collect practical insights. During this 

period, the problem was introduced by management. Subsequently, a literature review followed in which the author 

collected and summarized literature relevant to the problem.  

2.4.2 Modeling 

Accurate estimates of the plannable items and insights in human resource demand are crucial for the model. In 

particular estimating berth times of vessels since the allocation of vessels in time and space will lead the planning. 

The estimates for the berth time components are calculated through a data analysis of a dataset from the last two 

years. In order to determine parameters for human resource demand, qualitative data is collected by having 

interviews with shift leaders and quantitative data is collected in the field by walking along in shifts and clocking 

durations. For developing the solution method, BAP literature and LP theory are applied.  

2.4.3 Model solving 

During this phase, computational experiments are performed to obtain results for different sets of parameter values. 

SolverStudio, a strong open source MILP solver, is downloaded by the author to be able to solve the MILP 

mathematical models (Mason, 2013). By translating the model with the GMPL language by the author, the solver 

is able to read the model and calculate the optimal values for the decision variables and produce an optimal planning 

which satisfies all constraints and optimizes the objective function (Sottinen, 2009). 

2.4.4 Implementation 

A DST will be created to daily support the planners in composing an operational planning. The mathematical models 

and solver are embedded in this DST. By setting the input parameter values by the planners, the DST will produce 

a planning and portrays associating KPI’s. A manual will be developed for the correct use of the DST.  
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Figure 2: The four phase research model developed by Sagasti and Mitroff (1973). 

The Conceptual model phase in this Master Thesis is concerned with the underlying research objectives 1 

and 2. The Model Solving phase is related to underlying research objective 3 and the Implementation phase is related 

to underlying research objective 4. 

 

2.5 Research Scope 

This research has to be conducted in a time frame of approximately five months. Due to this limited time the 

research needs to focus on the key aspects of the problem and leave other aspects out of scope.  Figure 3 visualizes 

the scope of this research. 

 

 

Figure 3: Scope of this research 

 

As stated in the introduction the focus is on seaside operations and not on the other modalities trains and trucks 

leaving the inland distribution area out of scope. Also, the assignment of specific infrastructure to vessels berthed 

at a berth location is not integrated in this research leaving the yard allocation area out of scope. Since customers 

load and unload their own amount of product in the storage tanks, inventory management and tank allocation is 

also left out of scope. Leaving out the modalities train and trucks is justified by the physical separation of the 

terminal. Train and trucks use other infrastructure than needed for connecting the vessels to the tanks.  
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However, in perspective of human resource operations, trains and pump overs are included in the scope. 

Truck related operations are done by the ‘Day Shift Operators (DSO)’ operators and vessel-, train related 

operations are performed by the ‘Continous Operators (CO)’ operators. In other words, the focus of this research 

is on all the operations performed by the operators of the CO and the vessel allocation in time and space at the 

seaside. The dashed blue box in figure 3 represents the vessel allocation scope and the dashed light brown box 

represents the CO human resource operations scope.  

Uncertainty in arrival and handling times of vessels are ignored in this research due to model complexity 

reasons and because this is also ignored in the vast majority of the BAP literature.    

 

2.6 Deliverables 

 

 Insights in human resource demand and operations; 

 Mechanism for forecasting berth times of barges; 

 Customer service differentiation: priority scenario; 

 Mathematical model for the berth allocation problem; 

 Mathematical model for independent human resource operations allocation;  

 Decision Support Tool; 

 Decision Support Tool manual; 

 Report. 
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CHAPTER 3 | Detailed Analysis 
 

 A detailed analysis is performed in order to get a deeper understanding of the processes and to determine 

the components of the solution method. This chapter answers the research questions of research objectives 1 and 

2. To be able to compose an operational plan, the planning process is analyzed by evaluating the plannable items, 

the terminal capacities and the berth allocation problem of the terminal together with the berth time of vessels in 

Section 3.1. To obtain insights in human resource demand, the human resource operations are analyzed in Section 

3.2. Next, the performance measures used by the Planning Department are described at Section 3.3. Finally, the 

chapter ends with a detailed description of the priority assignment applied by Company A in Section 3.4. 

 

3.1 Planning process 

The Planning Department holds a planning horizon of three days towards customers. The account managers are 

responsible for communicating the planning with their customers. This communicated plan is a prognosis and does 

not contain specific start times but start time windows like a specific day or e.g. a morning. A detailed operational 

plan is composed each day with a planning horizon of 24 hours. After a shift of 8 hours the plan can be updated if 

necessary but the core of the planning will not be changed.  

The plan is apprehended to the shift leader from OS at the beginning of his shift via a paper report. This 

document includes all operations and details for the three upcoming shifts in the form of a list. Changes which take 

place during the shift are communicated verbally between the three Departments CS, OS and P&S.  

Account managers are responsible for registering customer orders in the information system of the 

terminal. Only if the minimum needed order information is complete, the order is assigned the status complete by 

the information system. The Planning Department can only plan orders which are complete.  

 

3.1.1 Plannable items 

Company A is not owner of the product in their tanks. The customers rent a specific tank for the storage of their 

product. Thus the customer determines the tank and the product within their order and this is given as input to the 

Planning Department. The plannable items are the modalities as in vessels, trains, trucks, infrastructure as in 

pipeline segments, pumps, berths and operations as in pump overs, service- and maintenance operations1. More 

details with regards to the plannable items are given in following sections.     

 

3.1.1.1_Vessels  

Vessels berth at the seaside of the terminal to an assigned berth space. The vessels can be divided in three vessel 

types namely barges, coasters and parcel tankers. The berth time of a vessel is described in detail in Section 3.1.4. 

Vessels are handled at the terminal 24 hours a day and 7 days in the week. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Maintenance operations are operations which are necessary for retaining or restoring a piece of equipment, machine or system 
to the specified operable condition to achieve its maximum useful life (Nakagawa, 2005). Maintenance operations are left out 
of scope for this research. 
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Barges 

A barge is a flat-bottomed vessel which is primarily used for river and canal transport. Barges are not 

allowed to cross seas and mainly carry bulk cargo. A standard barge has an average length of 110m and can 

carry a maximum load of 3500 tons (Bureau Voorlichting Binnenvaart, 2017). Company A defines a barge 

as a vessel which has a length up to 110m and a width up to 12m. Barges which arrive at the terminal 

usually contain one or two departments in their cargo hold but some larger barges can contain up to five 

departments. Analogy, a barge moored at the terminal needs to perform one or two product transfers in 

general.  

 

Coasters 

A coaster is a small seagoing vessel which name does not refer to geographical reach but to a certain 

tonnage. Company A defines a coaster as a vessel with a length smaller than 110m but which is still able to 

cross seas. Coasters have the advantage of having economies of scale but are still able to enter midlevel size 

ports (Fenton, 2011). Coasters which arrive at the terminal can have one or multiple product transfers on 

their order list.  

 

Parcel Tankers 

A parcel tanker is an ocean carrier that has multiple compartments to hold multiple liquid chemical cargoes 

(Neo, Oh, & Karimi, 2006). Company A defines a parcel tanker as vessel with a length greater than 110m 

and a width greater than 15m. Due to size, port stay prices and amount of product onboard, the arrival of 

parcel tankers at the terminal is known at least a week in advance. A parcel tanker has multiple possible 

pumping connections and the possibility to perform multiple product transfers simultaneously.   

 

 

3.1.1.2 Trains 

The trains which arrive at the terminal are unit trains. A unit train, also called a block train, is a train in which all 

wagons carry the same commodity and are shipped from the same origin to the same destination, without being 

split up or stored en route (Encyclopaedia Britannica , 2014). On average trains which arrive at the terminal consist 

of 22 wagons. Due to long travel times, the arrival of trains is known by the planners at least 4 days in advance.  

 

3.1.1.3 Trucks 

The trucks which arrive at the terminal can be divided into three types: container trucks, tank autos and flexi-bags. 

Container trucks and tank autos are similar but tank autos have a fixed tank built in the vehicle and container trucks 

have a flexible tank which can be disconnected. A flexi-bag truck contains a container where a synthetic material 

bag can be mounted in. This synthetic material bag can be filled with liquid product. All three types can on average 

carry a maximum weight of 50 tons. The modality truck is left out of the scope of this research. 

 

3.1.1.4 Infrastructure 

In order to connect modalities to tanks for product transfers, infrastructure elements need to be lined up in the 

yard. Infrastructure elements are pumps, pump line segments and coupling rooms. For the seaside, a connection 

has to be made between the berth and the order specific tank. For the landside, a connection has to be made between 

the train station or truck filling station and the order specific tank.  The allocation of infrastructure for planning 

purposes does not fall within the scope of this research. 
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3.1.1.5 Pump overs 

A pump over is a product transfer from one tank to another tank on the terminal. Since Company A is not owner 

of the product, customers request for pump overs as an official order. A reason for a pump over can either be a sell 

of product between two customers of Company A or the collection of the same product in one tank for one 

customer. Tanks are connected via infrastructure which is discussed in Section 3.1.1.4.  

 

 

3.1.1.6 Service operations 

Service operations are operations which need to be done in advance of certain orders. For example, heating product 

in a tank or cleaning pump line segments. Observation rounds and surveyor activities are services operations as 

well. Certain service operations can be charged by Company A to their customers as an extra service.  A complete 

list of service operations is given in Appendix C. 

 

 

3.1.2 Terminal layout 

This section elaborates on the physical terminal layout to understand the magnitude of the planning situation. The 

terminal can be divided in three areas; the sea-, yard- and landside. The integration of the planning of these three 

areas as a whole serve as the overall terminal planning. A map of the terminal can be found in Appendix A. The 

function and details of all areas are reviewed in the next sections. 

 

 

3.1.2.1 Seaside  

The seaside of terminal has ten berths for vessels to moor and to perform product transfers. Each berth has specific 

dimensions and these berth dimensions are given in Table 1 in Appendix D. Due to the berth dimensions the 

terminal has three berths available for parcel tankers, coasters can moor at five berths and barges are allowed to 

berth at all berths.  

 

 

Each berth is equipped with an arm crane to connect the pipeline segment available at the berth with hoses 

to a moored vessel. The number of pipeline segments available at the berth is fixed and dependent per berth. In 

order to perform a product transfer from a moored vessel to a tank on the terminal, a pipeline route is configured 

from the berth with one of the available connections via coupling rooms with pumps to a specific tank. This pipeline 

route can consist of one up to four different pipeline segments and is dependent on where the tank is located in the 

yard.  

 

 

3.1.2.2 Yard side 

The main function of the yard side is storageThe tanks are divided in nine tank groups which differ in specifications 

and in dimensions. These characteristics determine in which tank which product is allowed to be stored. Each tank 

group is connected with a coupling room where connections with pipeline segments can be made with the seaside, 

landside or other tanks in the yard. Company A is specialized in the storage of four different product groups: 

oleochemicals, biofuels, crude oil and petroleum products. These product groups are briefly discussed on the next 

page. 
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Biofuels:  Biofuel is fuel produced or composed from organic matter (subtracted directly from plants or 

indirectly from agricultural, commercial, domestic or industrial wastes) (Fletcher, et al., 2011). Biodiesel 

one of the most known biofuels and is used in most injection pump diesel engines operated in the world 

of transportation. 

 

Oleo chemicals: Oleo chemicals are chemicals derived from plant and animal fats. Oleo chemicals can 

be divided in four groups: fatty acids, fatty alcohols, methyl esters and glycerin. Oleo chemicals are used 

in different industries but mostly in biodiesel and soap detergents (Hamilton & Gunstone, 2001).  

 

Crude oil: Crude oil is a natural, unrefined petroleum product composed of hydrocarbon deposits and 

other organic materials. Crude oil can be refined to produce usable products such as gasoline and diesel. 

Crude oil is also known as a fossil fuel which means it is a nonrenewable resource (Vassiliou, 2009). 

 

Petroleum products: Petroleum products are products obtained from crude oil after processing the 

crude oil in refineries. The most known petroleum products entail diesel and gasoline. 

 

 

 

3.1.2.3 Landside  

The function of the terminal’s landside concerns of inland distribution by connecting the terminal with the rest of 

Europe via the modalities trucks and trains. The train station and the truck filling stations form the landside. These 

stations can be connected to the tanks via coupling rooms including pumps and by configuration of a pipeline route. 

Similar to berths, the number of pipeline segments available per station is fixed and dependent per station.  

 

Train station 

The train station at the terminal is called TS100 and is designed to process unit trains. With two tracks, 

the station processes on average four wagons per hour.  The other wagons are stalled at a train track 

alongside of the terminal.  

 

Truck filling stations 

The terminal operates multiple truck filling stations and these stations also serve as a weighing system. 

Trucks can either load or unload product into or from the tanks. Customers can book a time slot by 

emailing or calling Company A and the truck driver needs to sign in twenty minutes before the slot. Trucks 

are handled by the DSO operators during daytime. 

 

 

3.1.3 The terminal’s Berth Allocation Problem 

BAP is concerned with the assignment of berth space and berth time to a set of vessels arriving at a maritime terminal 

within a given time horizon such that a preset object function is optimized (Umang, Bierlaire, & Vacca, 2013). 

Vessels arrive over time at the terminal for the loading or unloading of product and the planner needs to assign them 

a berth for the operational planning for a specific time within a given horizon. 

 

 Due to situation specific constraints a multitude of BAP formulations are developed and discussed in 

literature. These constraints are divided in spatial and temporal constraints. Spatial constraints can restrict the 

feasible berth positions of vessels alongside the terminal whereas temporal constraints can restrict the arrival-, 

departure- and of berth times of vessels.  
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 Applying BAP literature and typology to the seaside of the terminal leads to situation specific constraints 

which are described in sections 3.1.3.1 and 3.1.3.2. The performance measure which the Planning Department 

uses as a guideline when composing an operational planning is detailed in Section 3.1.3.3.  

  

3.1.3.1 Spatial Constraints 

Spatial constraints are concerned with the physical layout of the seaside of the terminal where vessels can be moored. 

The terminal’s seaside is structured as a discrete layout. A discrete layout contains a berth which is divided in fixed 

sections where only one vessel can be serviced at each single berth at a specific time (Imai, Sun, Nishimura, & 

Papadimitriou, 2005).  

 

The berths are discrete due to the nature of a liquid bulk terminal. A pipeline needs to be connected to a 

vessel to perform a product transfer. These connection points are fixed along the seaside and all berths have one 

connection point. No two vessels can be serviced at the same berth at the same time. The berth layout is further 

constrained with berth dimensions which can be found in Appendix D.   

 

 

3.1.3.2 Temporal Constraints  

Temporal constraints are concerned with the arrival process of vessels at the terminal and the handling times of 

vessels at a specific berth. The arrival process of vessels can either be static or dynamic. With static arrivals, the 

vessels are already at the port and the start times of this vessels can be scheduled during the entire time horizon. 

With dynamic arrivals vessels may arrive during the time horizon and the start times of vessels cannot be scheduled 

after the minimum arrival time of vessels (Imai, Nishimura, & Papadimitriou, 2001).  

 

 The Planning Department of Company A deals with dynamic arrivals and the planners need to schedule 

vessels after their minimum arrival time. The handling- and arrival time of vessels are stochastic in practice. 

However, uncertainty in handling- and arrival times are ignored in this research due to model complexity reasons 

and because this is also ignored in the vast majority of the BAP literature.  Handling- and arrival times are assumed 

deterministic and based on historical data. Section 3.1.4 explains in detail the estimation of a vessel’s handling time. 

 

 

3.1.3.3  Objective function 

A planning is composed to optimize a preset objective function. In literature, BAP is focused on minimizing the 

total service time in the vast majority but can have several other objectives as minimization of port stay time, 

minimization of rejected vessels or maximization of customer satisfaction (Pratap, Kumar, Saxena, & Tiwari, 2016). 

The Planning Department uses the minimization of total service time as the objective function. The total service 

time is expressed by the summation of the total waiting- and total handling time of the vessels. Company A acts a 

logistic service provider and Company A’s customer service is determined by the length of the barges’ service time. 

By minimizing the waiting- and handling time of a barge, Company A contributes to an efficient supply chain of 

their customers. Service time of a vessel is also referred to as turnaround time. 

 

 The berth allocation problem of the terminal can be described as a service prioritized berth allocation 

problem with dynamic arrivals and discrete berths where vessel handling- and arrival times are deterministic. Figure 

4 shows a schematic representation of the terminal’s berth allocation problem with twelve vessels. The y-axis 

represent the berths and x-as represents the planning horizon which is 24 hours. The rectangles represent vessels 

and the length of a rectangle portrays the handling time of a vessel.  
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Figure 4: Berth allocation at the terminal. 

 

Figure 5 shows an example of dynamic berth allocation for a specific berth to visualize the structure of the 

service time for five vessels. The thick blocks represent the five vessels and the double-sided arcs represent waiting 

times. The variable An represents the minimum arrival time of a vessel and the estimated waiting time WT of a 

vessels is expressed by the difference between the minimum arrival time and the planned starting time of a vessel. 

The length of the thick boxes represent the handling time of a vessel. The idle time Yij of a berth is visualized by a 

dashed double-sided arc. With a static arrival process, idle time of a berth before the planned starting times of 

vessels would not be possible.  
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Figure 5: Dynamic berth allocation with service priorities example for berth i . 
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As can be seen in Figure 5, no safety margin in terms of time is taken into account between successive 

vessels. Furthermore, the sequence of vessels is determined by assigned priorities to all vessels and not on for 

example the first-come first-served (FCFS) principle. Vessels 2 and 3 have a minimum arrival time before the 

minimum arrival time of vessels 1, 4 and 5 but are serviced later than these vessels. The priority assignment in this 

example is set in order of 1,4,5,2,3. 

 

3.1.4 Arrival and handling of vessels 

This section elaborates on the arrival process and the berth time of vessels.  Section 3.1.4.1 provides a detailed 

description of the arrival process per type of vessel. The berth time structure and the forecasts for the berth time 

components are depicted in Section 3.1.4.2. 

 

3.1.4.1 Arrival process 

The arrival process for vessels is dependent on the vessel type where a difference is made between barges and 

seagoing vessels. Coasters and parcel tankers have a similar arrival process and are aggregated to seagoing vessels in 

this research. Customers request for a starting time of vessels in their order request and when approved, this time 

is used as the minimum arrival time of vessels by the Planning Department. However, if the order request of the 

customer is approved it does not mean that the minimum arrival time will be the planned start time. It only means 

that the vessel will be planned in the operational plan bound for the arrival day of the vessel.  

 

 Barges need to register in the online arrival platform of company A before arriving at the terminal. The 

company maintains this rule to make sure the barges are able to sail to the berth within a short period of time when 

they are called to the berth.   

 

The minimum arrival time of seagoing vessels is known in advance for at least a week. Seagoing vessels 

transport between continents and their travel itineraries are rigid and fixed due to the operating cost and size of 

these vessels. If a seagoing vessel is called to a berth at the terminal, it needs to be able to sail to the berth within 

four hours.   

  

 

3.1.4.2 Berth time of vessels 

The berth time of a vessel at the terminal is defined as the moment when a vessel arrives at his assigned berth till 

the moment when the vessel is decoupled from the berth and leaves the terminal. The berth time of a vessel is equal 

to the handling time of a vessel and these terms are used interchangeably throughout this document. The berth time 

of a vessel consists of three phases which are similar for each type of vessel but the content of these phases can differ 

for each vessel. These three phases are pre-idle time, pumping time and post-idle time. Details of these phases can 

be found in the following sections. 
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Pre-idle time: Time between the arrival of a vessel at the berth and the time the first product transfer 

starts pumping. During the pre-idle time preparation operations need to take place. These preparation 

operations consist of placing a gangway, lining up a pipeline route, coupling pipeline(s) to the vessel, setting 

agreements with the shipper and pipeline safety- and pressure tests.  

 

Pump time: Time between the start of the first product transfer till the end of the last product transfer. 

The duration of the pump time phase is determined by the factors given below. The number of pump line 

connections at the vessel determines whether product transfers can be performed simultaneously. The 

maximum pumping speed for a product transfer is dependent of the equipment of the vessel, the location 

of the tank in the yard and the weight of the product transfer. 

 

 Number of product transfers; 

 Number of pump line connections of the vessel; 

 Weight of product transfers; 

 Maximum pumping speed; 

 Number of pumping interruptions and duration of interruptions; 

 In-between idle time; 

 

Inbetween-idle Time: The in-between idle time consists of the time between two successive product 

transfers on the same pump line connection of a vessel. These product transfer have different tanks to 

transfer to or from and the pipeline route needs to be reconfigured which causes the in-between idle time.   

 

Post-idle time: Time between the end of the last product transfer and the departure of the vessel. During 

the post-idle time follow-up operations need to be performed. These operations consist of vessel 

compartment measurements, decoupling of pipelines, removing the gangway and unmooring of the vessel. 

 

 

Figure 6 visualizes the berth time structure of a barge with two product transfers and one pump line connection. 

As can be seen in Figure 6, the product transfers are performed sequentially and the duration of the pumping phase 

is dependent on the number of product transfer, duration of net pumping, interruptions and in-between idle time. 

The arrival time Aj and departure time Dj of vessel j are indicated by the blue arcs. 
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Figure 6: Berth time structure of a barge j with two product transfers. 
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Figure 7 visualizes the berth time structure of a parcel tanker with eight product transfers and three pump 

line connections. As can be seen in Figure 7, the three pipeline connections cannot start at the same time. The vessel 

is not able to start the product transfers at the same time due to safety reasons.  
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Figure 7: Berth time structure of a seagoing vessel with three connections and eight product transfers. 

  

 

3.1.5 Berth time calculator 

To forecast the berth time of barges, a calculating mechanism is developed. This calculating mechanism is referred 

to as the Berth time calculator and the mechanism will be part of the DST. After entering the input parameters by 

the users of the DST, the mechanism calculates the forecasted berth time of the vessel by using norm times. The 

norm times are based on a dataset with historical data of the last two years. This data contains the actual start- and 

end times of the berth time components of all vessels which visited the terminal in the last two years. The analysis 

and results of this analysis are given in Appendix E.  

The mechanism calculates the berth time of the barge by the summation of the three phases. The pre- and 

post-idle time phases consists of the same operations for each barge. Thus, the duration of these phases are assumed 

equal for each barge. To determine the forecast of these durations, all the actual durations of these phases in the last 

two years are analyzed. First, outliers are detected and analyzed whether they need to be deleted from the dataset. 

After deleting the outliers, the distribution of this set is analyzed and results show a lognormal distribution. For the 

complete analysis, see Appendix E.  

The duration forecast of the pumping phase is more complicated to determine. Barges are assumed to have 

only one pump line connection. Therefore, all the product transfers for a single barge need to be performed 

sequentially. The pumping phase forecast is calculated by the summation of the forecasts for the net pumping time 

of the product transfers, possible interruption time and the in-between idle time. The components of the pumping 

phase are described in detail below. 
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Net pump time: Summation of the net pumping time of the product transfers on one barge. The net 

pumping time of one product transfer is determined by dividing the weight of the product transfer by the 

forecast of the maximum net pumping speed.  

Maximum net pumping speed: The forecast of the maximum net pumping speed is dependent on 

four factors: type of product transfer, the berth location of the vessel, weight class of the product transfer 

and the tank group where the associated tank is located. The dataset with all the net pumping speeds of 

product transfers in the last two years is filtered on these factors and analyzed. The results are given in 

Tables 2, 3 and 4 in Appendix F.  

Interruption idle time: The forecast of the interruption time is calculated by analyzing a dataset of all 

interruptions in the last two years. A distinction is made for the type of product transfer which can either 

be unloading, loading whilst tank does not goes empty or loading whilst tank does go empty. This factor 

causes a difference in interruption time due to the nature of the type of product transfer. After deleting 

the outliers, the distribution of this set is analyzed and results show a random distribution for all three 

types. The results show an average interruption time of 0.22 hours per unloading product transfer, 0.062 

hours per loading product transfer without an empty tank and 0,054 hours per product transfer if the 

product transfers results in an empty tank.  

In-between idle time: The forecast of the interruption time is calculated by analyzing a dataset with all 

in-between idle times in the last two years. Logically, the in-between idle time is dependent on the number 

of product transfers. An assumption is made that the in-between idle time is equal for all barges and thus 

only dependent on the number of product transfers per vessel. After deleting the outliers, the distribution 

for these times also turned out to be random. The result can be found in Appendix E.  

 

The complete statistical analysis of the berth time components can be found in Appendix E. To obtain the 

berth time, the user of DST fills in the parameters and the mechanism will return the forecasted berth time of a 

vessel. The input parameters are on vessel- and product transfer level. Vessel-level parameters are berth name and 

number of product transfers. Product transfer-level parameters are tank group, weight and type of product transfer.  

 

 

3.2 Human Resource Demand 

This section elaborates on the human resource demand associated to a daily operational planning. With a restrained 

number of operators in a shift, the planner needs to take into account the human resource availability as a constraint. 

The terminal employs three groups of operators namely the DSO, CO and TD who perform all operations on the 

terminal. DSO and TD are not within the scope of this research. The CO is described in Section 3.2.1 while sections 

3.2.2 and 3.2.3 provide a detailed description of the operations performed by the CO. These operations are 

separated in vessel related- and non-vessel related operations.  

 

3.2.1 Continuous operators 

The CO consist of seven shift groups which work in shifts of 8 hours during the entire week. Each shift group 

consists of 9 operators which are all first level operators. This means that they are able and allowed to perform all 

operations performed by the CO. The shift group consists of one shift leader, one team leader, one administrator 

and six basic operators. The operators physically perform the operations on the terminal. Due to mandatory 

trainings, exchange agreements with other terminals and sick- and absence days, the number of operators available 

can vary per shift. CO is responsible for all operations related to vessels, pump overs, tanks, trains and 

infrastructure.  
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3.2.2 Vessel related human resource operations 

Vessel related human resource operations are defined as all human resource operations needed for the handling of 

vessels at the terminal. The physical handling and berth time of a vessel is described in in Section 3.1.4. In order to 

service a vessel at a berth, certain human resource operations need to be performed. Examples are the mooring of 

a vessel, setting agreements with the captain or connecting a pipeline to the vessel via the connector arm. A 

complete list of vessel related human resource performance operations can be found in Appendix G. With a possible 

bottleneck in the number of operators in a shift, the planner needs to take into account the human resource demand. 

Operators are not needed during the entire berth time of a vessel but partially centered at the beginning, middle 

and end of the berth time of a vessel. Figure 8 visualizes the berth time of a barge including the forecasted vessel-

related human resource demand. 
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Pre-HRD HRD Post-HRDBerth i

Time

Net pump time Human resource demandPre/post idle time Inbetween idle time  
 

Figure 8: Berth time structure of a barge including the vessel-related human resource demand. 

 

 

Figure 8 shows the three types of vessel-related human resource demand. Pre-HRD operations are 

concerned with lining up and testing the pipeline route from the tank to the berth but also with mooring the vessel 

and setting agreements with the captain. The HRD operations in the middle are concerned with safety checks and 

the re-configuration of pipeline route between product transfers. Post-HRD operations involve decoupling the 

pipeline connection, unmooring of the vessel and taking samples. After interviews with different roles within the 

terminal, the forecasted HRD type durations are set on assumed fixed times. 

 

3.2.3 Non-vessel related human resource operations 

Non-vessel related human operations are defined within Company A as service operations. Examples are heating a 

tank, observation rounds, blending product or cleaning of pipelines and tanks. Also, the human resources needed 

to handle the modality train or to perform pump overs fall within the definition of non-vessel related human 

resource operations. Pump overs need to be scheduled but can be done during the entire planning horizon since 

their maximum possible end time will be for the start of a product transfer for the next day.  
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3.3 Planning Performance 

Section 3.3 elaborates on the performance measurement of an operational plan which can be measured with KPI’s. 

Company A maintains two categories of KPI’s in relation with planning. The first category contains KPI’s which 

the planners can improve when composing the operational plan. These KPI’s are described in Section 3.3.1. The 

second category of KPI’s focuses on the comparison of the operational plan versus the actual execution. These KPI’s 

are described in Section 3.3.2. 

 

3.3.1 Key performance indicators pre-operational plan  

The KPI’s in this category should be measured by the Planning Department when composing an operational plan. 

In theory, the Planning Department should compose the operational plan such that these KPI’s are optimized. By 

changing the plan, the KPI’s should improve to check whether the change enhances the planning performance. 

However, the orders are currently not coupled to a forecasted start time but roughly to a shift. Therefore, the KPI’s 

are not actually measured when composing an operational plan but roughly taken into account in the back of the 

head of the planners. The Planning Department indicated that they would like to implement these category of KPI’s 

if possible. Examples of KPI’s in this category are total turnaround time, average waiting time per vessel or total 

demurrage costs. The KPI’s used in this research are described in Section 5.3.1.  

 

3.3.2 Key performance indicators post-operational plan   

The KPI’s in this category focus on the reliability of planning and compare the plan with the actual execution.  These 

KPI’s are post-execution and mostly in the form of reporting. Company A currently maintains the following KPI’s 

in this category for all three modalities: 

 

Started versus planned product transfers: Percentage of the product transfers planned in the 

planning horizon which actual started within their planned shift in the planning horizon. Highest 

performance is 100%. 

Performance versus standard set times: The forecasted turnaround time divided by the actual 

turnaround time of a modality. Score below 1 indicates a negative performance while a score above 1 

suggests a positive performance.  
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3.4 Order sequencing 

This section elaborates on the priority assignment to orders currently used by Company A. The Planning 

Department needs to sequence the workload in an operational plan for the upcoming planning horizon.  

 

3.4.1 Current process of assigning priorities 

Company A does not use a fixed system as e.g. FCFS for the sequence of orders in their planning. Each day priorities 

are assigned to all orders with an ETA for the upcoming planning horizon. If this workload exceeds the available 

capacity, either in physical infrastructure or human resources, orders with a low priority can be pushed to the next 

day. In the current situation even if a customer sends an order five days in advance, it does not guarantee an opening 

in the operational plan. Company A wants to properly serve all her customers in all four product markets. Biofuel 

is a trading market and the product’s owner can change rapidly leading to very short order lead times as one day. 

Since biofuel forms a significant part of the order portfolio of Company A, early order requests in the other product 

markets of Company A cannot be guaranteed an opening in the schedule. An exception is made for seagoing vessels 

due to commercial reasons and the large amount of infrastructure needed for a significant period of time.  

 

 

 Priorities are determined by the Sales Department in collaboration with the Planning- and CS Department. 

The factors of determining the assignment of priorities vary daily. If larger customers signal a high priority as a result 

of short deadlines further in their supply chain, Company A can grant high priorities to their orders. Or if a customer 

wants to use the terminal as a distribution terminal and connect modalities for fast product movement, high priority 

can be granted. Multiple factors can determine the priority assignment. This system of priority assignment leads to 

conflicting interests and an inconsistent message to customers. In practice priorities are not determined on a daily 

basis and the planners constantly need to make choices in this conflicting play field when composing an operational 

plan. Choosing between priorities, optimizing KPI’s and staying within constraints of the terminal.  
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CHAPTER 4 | Solution Approach 
 

 

Chapter 4 provides a detailed description of the solution approach developed for this research. The 

solution approach consists of two mathematical models which are solved sequentially. Section 4.1 gives an 

introduction to the models and describes how the two models are related. Section 4.2 and 4.3 respectively discuss 

mathematical model 1 and 2 in the same manner. First, a brief model description is given which explains the focus 

and goal of the model. Subsequently, the assumptions, the model variables and the model equations are listed. 

Finally, the objective function and constraints are explained. Then Section 4.4 describes the customer service 

differentiation applied in the model and this chapter ends with Section 4.5 which gives a description of the total 

solution method developed within this research.   

 

4.1 Introduction to mathematical models 

A solution approach is developed for creating an operational plan for the seaside of the terminal. The operational 

plan has a planning horizon of 24 hours and contains the allocation of vessels and all operations performed by the 

CO operators. The solution approach consists of two mathematical models namely Part A and Part B.  

Part A involves the incoming vessel allocation at the seaside of the terminal in both time and berth location. 

Part B is concerned with workload management of the operators. Part B uses the output from Part A which consists 

of vessel related human resource operations and allocates the remaining non-vessel related human resources 

operations such that the human resource demand is balanced over the planning horizon.  

 

4.2 Model Part A description: Allocation of barges 

Section 4.2 encompasses a detailed description of Part A of the mathematical model. A brief model description is 

given in Section 4.2.1. Subsequently, the assumptions made for the model are given in Section 4.2.2. Furthermore, 

Section 4.2.3 and Section 4.2.4 respectively describe the model variables and model equations. Finally the objective 

function and constraints of the model are explained.  

 

4.2.1 Model description 

Mathematical model Part A represents the berth allocation problem at the terminal which is depicted in Section 

3.1.4. Mathematical model Part A is described via a Mixed Integer Linear Programming Model (MILP-model). A 

MILP-model is a Linear Programming model where some of the variables are integer and some of the variables are 

not (Sierksma, 2001). Linear programming is a technique for the optimization of a linear objective function which 

is subject to linear equality and linear inequality constraints involving continuous and integer variables (Wolsey & 

Pochet, 2006).  

The berth allocation problem of the terminal can be described as a service prioritized berth allocation 

problem with dynamic arrivals and discrete berths where vessel handling- and arrival times are deterministic. 

Handling time of vessels is dependent per berth. Vessels arrive over time at the terminal for the loading or unloading 

of product and the planner needs to assign them a berth for the operational planning for a specific time within the 

planning horizon. 
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4.2.2 Assumptions 

The following assumptions are made for the mathematical model Part A: 

 Dynamic arrival process: Minimum arrival times of barges are given and barges cannot berth before their 

minimum arrival time; 

 Deterministic expected minimum arrival times; 

 Discrete berthing space: Seaside of terminal is divided in fixed berth sections; 

 The vessel handling time is discrete and dependent on the berth where it is assigned to; 

 Each berth can service one vessel at a time;  

 Vessels are not allowed to shift to another berth after arrival to a berth; 

 Between the departure of a vessel  and the arrival of  the next vessel at the same berth  must be 1 hour; 

 Each vessel has a fixed set of possible berths; 

 A berth can be blocked by a vessel from the previous planning;  

 The blockage time of a vessel from the previous planning includes the 1 hour safety at the end; 

 Fixed and discrete amount of operators per shift; 

 Planning horizon of 24 hours; 

 Start time barges must lie within 24 hour horizon. 

 

4.2.3 Model variables 

To formulate the discrete and dynamic BAP we define the following: 

Sets: 

i  B = {1,…,I}   set of berths    

j  V = {1,…,T}  set of vessels     

k  K = {1,…,T}  set of service orders 

𝑉1   set of barges in V (𝑉1 ⊆ V) 

𝑉2    set of seagoing vessels in V (𝑉2 ⊆ V)  

 

Input parameters: 

𝑠𝑖  time when berth i becomes idle for allocation planning 

𝑎𝑗  minimum arrival time of vessel j at the terminal 

µ
𝑖𝑗

  handling time of vessel j on berth i 

𝛼𝑗  prioritization weight of vessel j 

M  big number for linearization   

    

Decision variables: 

𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘   binary variable; 1 if vessel j is assigned to berth i in the kth order, 0 otherwise 

𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑘  waiting time of vessel j served on berth i as the kth vessel 

𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 idle time of berth i between start of service of vessel j and the departure of its immediate 

predecessor 
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 4.2.4 Model equations 

The model formulation is represented in equations (1) to (11) 

 

Minimize  Z  =  ∑ ∑ ∑ (µ𝑖𝑗𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘 + 𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑘)𝛼𝑗𝑘∈𝐾𝑗∈𝑉1𝑖∈𝐵   (1) 

Subject to 

 

∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝑘∈𝑂𝑖∈𝐵

= 1                                             , ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑉 (2) 

 ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝑗∈𝑉

≤ 1                        , ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐵, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 (3) 

∑ ∑ (µ𝑖𝑗′𝑥𝑖𝑗′𝑘′+ 𝑦𝑖𝑗′𝑘′)

𝑘′<𝑘∈𝐾𝑗′≠𝑗∈𝑉

+ 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 − (𝑎𝑗 − 𝑠𝑖)𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘 ≥ 0  , ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐵, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑉, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 (4) 

𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑘 ≥ ∑ ∑ (µ𝑖𝑗′𝑥𝑖𝑗′𝑘′ + 𝑦𝑖𝑗′𝑘′)

𝑘′<𝑘∈𝐾𝑗′≠𝑗∈𝑉

+ 𝑠𝑖 − 𝑎𝑗 − 𝑀(1 − 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘) 

,∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐵, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑉, 𝑘 > 1 ∈ 𝐾 (5) 

𝑤𝑖𝑗,𝑘=1 ≥ (𝑠𝑖 − 𝑎𝑗)𝑥𝑖𝑗,𝑘=1 , ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐵, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑉 (6) 

∑ ∑ (µ𝑖𝑗′𝑥𝑖𝑗′𝑘′ + 𝑦𝑖𝑗′𝑘′)

𝑘′<𝑘∈𝐾𝑗′≠𝑗∈𝑉

+  𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 ≥ 𝑎𝑗  , ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐵, 𝑗 ∈  𝑉2, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 

 

(7) 

∑ ∑ (µ𝑖𝑗′𝑥𝑖𝑗′𝑘′ + 𝑦𝑖𝑗′𝑘′)

𝑘′<𝑘∈𝐾𝑗′≠𝑗∈𝑉

+  𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 ≤ 𝑎𝑗  ,∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐵, 𝑗 ∈  𝑉2, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 (8) 

𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 ≥ 1 ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐵, 𝑗 ∈  𝑉, 𝑘 = 2 … 𝐾 (9) 

 

Variables ranges 

𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘 ∈ {0,1} ,∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐵, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑉, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 (10) 

𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑘 , 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘  ∈ 𝑅+ ,∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐵, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑉, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 (11) 

 

 

The objective function is represented in equation (1) and minimizes the total service time for all barges 

within the planning horizon. The service time of a vessel j is represented by the summation of the waiting time 𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑘  

and the handling time µ𝑖𝑗  of a vessel j at berth i in the kth order. The binary decision variable 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘  ensures the 

allocation of a vessel to a berth by being 1 if the vessel j is served at berth j in the kth order and 0 otherwise. In 

order to assign priorities to all vessels, the service time of a vessel j is multiplied with a weighing factor 𝛼𝑗.  
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The objective function is restrained by multiple constraints. These constraints are the result of the 

assumptions made for the model or the terminal specific situation. Vessels need to be serviced once since it is 

assumed that vessels are not interrupted during their handling time and do not switch berths. Analogy, berths are 

assumed to only serve one vessel at a time which results in the constraints shown in equation (2) and (3).  

 

Due to the dynamic arrival process, vessels must be served after their minimum arrival time 𝑎𝑗. The 

constraint in Equation (4) ensures that each vessel is serviced after its arrival by estimating the idle time of a berth 

𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘  as the time between the start of service of a vessel and the finish time of its predecessor2 (Golias, Boile, & 

Theofanis, 2009). 𝑠𝑖 represents the first time when a berth i becomes idle in the planning horizon and is subtracted 

from the minimum arrival time.  

 

 To optimize the objective function, the waiting- and handling time of the vessels need to be calculated. 

Handling time of vessels are deterministic and input to the model. The waiting time of a vessel is a decision variable 

and needs to be formulated. Constraints in equations (5) and (6) formulate the waiting time of a vessel by the 

summation of the handling times of its predecessors at the same berth and the idle time of the berth before. Equation 

(6) ensures that the first vessel on a berth is served after the berth becomes available for the first time in the planning 

horizon. Vessels from the previous planning can still block the berth for a certain amount of time which is modeled 

in equation (6).   

 

 As stated before, a distinction in vessels is made between barges 𝑉1 ∈ 𝑉 and seagoing vessels 𝑉2 ∈ 𝑉. 

Seagoing vessels are planned days in advance and are input to the model. Allocation of barges is the objective of the 

model. To incorporate the seagoing vessels in the operational plan, constraints in equations (7) and (8) are added 

to the model.  

 

Company A maintains a one hour safety rule between two successive vessels at the same berth. The 

safety time slack is represented in equation (9). Furthermore, Equations (10) and (11) determine the type and 

range of the decision variables 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘, 𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑘  and 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘. 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
2The index j’ represents all vessels which are not equal to vessel j. Index k’ represents all orders with a value below order k. 
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4.3 Model Part B description: Workload management 

Section 4.3 provides a detailed overview of mathematical model Part B. First, the model is described and explained 

in Section 4.3.1. The assumptions made for model Part B are depicted in 4.3.2. Finally, the outlay of the 

mathematical model is given in the form of the model variables and model equations respectively in Section 4.3.3 

and 4.3.4. Section 4.3 ends with explaining the objective function and constraints of mathematical model Part B. 

 

4.3.1 Model description 

Mathematical model Part B represents workload management in terms of human resource demand. The availability 

of operators is restrained and needs to be incorporated in the model. Part A determines the berth schedule of vessels 

and thus the vessel related human resources operations. However, the operators of the CO also need to perform 

independent human resource operations and the planners need to allocate these operations over the planning 

horizon. In other words, the planners need to constraint and balance the human resource demand over the planning 

horizon.  

As stated before, trains and pump overs are known in advance and assumed fixed in the planning. The 

human resources needed for the handing of these modalities are thus also known in advance. This human resource 

demand is incorporated in the model and seen as input to the operational plan.  

 

4.3.2 Assumptions 

The following assumptions are made for the mathematical model Part B: 

 Start times and duration of vessel related human resource operations are deterministic and fixed; 

 Start times and duration of train related human resource operations are deterministic and fixed; 

 Start times and duration of pump over related human resource operations are deterministic and fixed; 

 Start times and duration of operator breaks are deterministic and fixed; 

 Duration of independent human resource operations is deterministic and fixed; 

 Number of available operators per shift is fixed and input to the model; 

 All operators are allowed to perform all human resource operations; 

 Human resource operations cannot be interrupted; 

 All human resource operations are performed by one operator; 

 Operators cannot switch when a human resource operation is being performed. 
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4.3.3 Model variables 

To formulate the workload management model we define the following: 

Sets: 

j O={1…j}  set of human resource operations 

g O1   set of independent human resource operations in O (𝑂1 ⊆ O)  

h O2   set of vessel related human resource operations in O (𝑂2 ⊆ O)  

i O3  set of train related human resource operations in O (𝑂3 ⊆ O) 

k O4  set of pump over related human resource operations in O (𝑂4 ⊆ O) 

m O5  set of pre-vessel related human resource operations in O (𝑂5 ⊆ O) 

l O6  set of operator breaks in shift 1 in O (𝑂6 ⊆ O) 

p O7  set of operator breaks in shift 2 in O (𝑂7 ⊆ O) 

q O8  set of operator breaks in shift 3 in O (𝑂8 ⊆ O)   
t t={1….T}    set of time units (in minutes and integer)  

 

Input parameters: 

 

Z1 number of operators in shift 1 

Z2 number of operators in shift 2 

Z3 number of operations in shift 3 

𝐷𝑗 Duration of human resource operation j 

𝐴𝑔 Earliest possible start time of independent human resource operation g 

𝐸𝑔 Latest possible end time of independent human resource operation g 

𝑆𝑇ℎ Start time of fixed vessel related human resource operation h    

𝑆𝑇𝑖 Start time of fixed train related human resource operation i 

𝑆𝑇𝑘 Start time of fixed pump over related human resource operation k 

𝑆𝑇𝑚 Start time of fixed pre-vessel human resource operation m 

𝑆𝑇𝑙 Start time of shift 1 operator break l 

𝑆𝑇𝑝 Start time of shift 2 operator break p 

𝑆𝑇𝑞 Start time of shift 3 operator break q 

 

Decision variables 

𝑥𝑔𝑡  Binary variable whether the start of an independent operation g starts at time t  

𝑦𝑔𝑡  Binary variable whether independent human resource operation g is being performed at time t 

 

Auxiliary variables 

𝑆𝑇𝑔 Start time of independent human resource operation g 

𝑛𝑡 Number of operators available at time t  

𝑦ℎ𝑡 Binary variable whether vessel operation h is being performed at time t 

𝑦𝑖𝑡  Binary variable whether train operation i is being performed at time t 

𝑦𝑘𝑡 Binary variable whether pump over operation k is being performed at time t 

𝑦𝑚𝑡 Binary variable whether pre-vessel operation m is being performed at time t 
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𝑦𝑙𝑡 Binary variable whether operator break l in shift 1 is being performed at time t 

𝑦𝑝𝑡 Binary variable whether operator break p in shift 2 is being performed at time t 

𝑦𝑞𝑡 Binary variable whether operator break q in shift 3 is being performed at time t 

 

 

4.3.4 Model equations 

The model formulation is represented in equations (12) to (37) 

 

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 ∑(𝑆𝑇𝑔 − 𝐴𝑔)

𝑔

 (12) 

Subject to 

 

∑ 𝑥𝑔𝑡 = 1

𝑇

𝑡=0

                                            , ∀𝑔 ∈ 𝑂1 (13) 

𝑛𝑡 = 𝑍1 , 0 ≤ ∀𝑡 ≤ 479 (14) 

𝑛𝑡 = 𝑍2 , 479 < ∀𝑡 ≤ 959 (15) 

𝑛𝑡 = 𝑍3 959 < ∀𝑡 ≤ 1439 (16) 

𝑆𝑇𝑔 = ∑(𝑥𝑔𝑡 ∗ 𝑡)

𝑇

𝑡=0

 , ∀𝑔 ∈ 𝑂1 (17) 

𝑆𝑇𝑔 ≥ 𝐴𝑔 , ∀𝑔 ∈ 𝑂1 (18) 

𝑆𝑇𝑔 + 𝐷𝑔 − 1 ≤ 𝐸𝑔 , ∀𝑔 ∈ 𝑂1 (19) 

𝑦𝑔𝑢 ≥ 𝑥𝑔𝑡 , ∀𝑔 ∈ 𝑂1, ∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑡 < ∀𝑢 ≤ 𝑡 + 𝐷𝑔 − 1 (20) 

∑ 𝑦ℎ𝑡

𝑆𝑇ℎ+𝐷ℎ−1

𝑡=𝑆𝑇ℎ

= 𝐷ℎ  ∀ℎ ∈ 𝑂2 (21) 

∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑡

𝑆𝑇𝑖+𝐷𝑖−1

𝑡=𝑆𝑇𝑖

= 𝐷𝑖  , ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑂3  (22) 

∑ 𝑦𝑘𝑡

𝑆𝑇𝑘+𝐷𝑘−1

𝑡=𝑆𝑇𝑘

= 𝐷𝑘  , ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝑂4  (23) 

∑ 𝑦𝑚𝑡

𝑆𝑇𝑚+𝐷𝑚−1

𝑡=𝑆𝑇𝑚

= 𝐷𝑚  , ∀𝑚 ∈ 𝑂5  (24) 

∑ 𝑦𝑙𝑡

𝑆𝑇𝑙+𝐷𝑙−1

𝑡=𝑆𝑇𝑙

= 𝐷𝑙  , ∀𝑙 ∈ 𝑂6  (25) 
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∑ 𝑦𝑝𝑡

𝑆𝑇𝑝+𝐷𝑝−1

𝑡=𝑆𝑇𝑝

= 𝐷𝑝 , ∀𝑝 ∈ 𝑂7  (26) 

∑ 𝑦𝑞𝑡

𝑆𝑇𝑞+𝐷𝑞−1

𝑡=𝑆𝑇𝑞

= 𝐷𝑞  , ∀𝑞 ∈ 𝑂8  (27) 

∑ 𝑦𝑔𝑡

𝑔

+ ∑ 𝑦ℎ𝑡

ℎ

+ ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑡

𝑖

+ ∑ 𝑦𝑘𝑡

𝑘

+ ∑ 𝑦𝑚𝑡

𝑚

+ ∑ 𝑦𝑙𝑡

𝑙

+ ∑ 𝑦𝑝𝑡

𝑝

+ ∑ 𝑦𝑞𝑡

𝑞

≤ 𝑛𝑡 
, ∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (28) 

𝑥𝑔𝑡 , 𝑦𝑔𝑡 ∈ {0,1} , ∀𝑔 ∈ 𝑂1, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (29) 

𝑦ℎ𝑡 ∈ {0,1} , ∀ℎ ∈ 𝑂2, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (30) 

𝑦𝑖𝑡 ∈ {0,1} , ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑂3, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (31) 

𝑦𝑘𝑡 ∈ {0,1} , ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝑂4, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (32) 

𝑦𝑚𝑡 ∈ {0,1} , ∀𝑚 ∈ 𝑂5, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (33) 

𝑦𝑙𝑡 ∈ {0,1} , ∀𝑙 ∈ 𝑂6, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (34) 

𝑦𝑝𝑡 ∈ {0,1} , ∀𝑝 ∈ 𝑂7, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (35) 

𝑦𝑞𝑡 ∈ {0,1} , ∀𝑞 ∈ 𝑂8, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (36) 

𝑆𝑇𝑔𝑡 , 𝑛𝑡  ∈ 𝑍+ , ∀𝑔 ∈ 𝑂1, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (37) 

 

Part B of the mathematical model is also formulated as a Mixed Integer Linear Programming Model (MILP-

model).  The objective function is formulated as minimizing the total waiting time of independent human resource 

operations and is represented in equation (12). The waiting time of a human resource operation g is calculated by 

subtracting the earliest possible start time Ag from the start time of human resource operation STg.  By choosing 

this objective function, the As-Soon-As-Possible (ASAP) principle is applied for the allocation of human resource 

operations.   

 The objective function is restrained to multiple constraints. These constraints are the result of the 

assumptions made for the model or the terminal specific situation. Human resource operations need to be 

performed once since it is assumed that these operations are not interrupted. The constraint in equation (13) ensures 

that each human resource operation is started once by forcing the summation of binary variable xg,t over all t to one 

for all g. As stated in the problem statement, the amount of operators per shift varies and can form a bottleneck. 

The constraints in equations (14), (15) and (16) define the available number of operators for all three shifts and each 

t in the planning horizon.  

 The auxiliary variable 𝑆𝑇𝑔 defines the start time of an independent human resource operation g. Equation 

(17) determines the start time of a human resource operation g by multiplying the variable 𝑥𝑔𝑡 with the relating t. 

Due to equation (13), only one 𝑥𝑔𝑡  can have a positive value of 1. Equations (18) and (19) ensure that human 

operation g can only start after his earliest possible start time and must end at or before his latest possible end time.  
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Human resource operations need to be performed once and cannot be interrupted. Equation (17) defines 

the start time of a human resource operations g and the constraint in equation (20) ensures that the human resource 

operation g cannot be interrupted. By  constraining the binary variable 𝑦𝑔𝑡  to be one for each t after the start time 

of the human resource operation g for exactly the duration of the operation, and to be 0 else. This is possible due 

to the nonnegative integer value range for both t and 𝐷𝑔. 

 

Equation (20) applies for the independent human resource operations which are allocated over the planning 

horizon in this model formulation. However, the planning horizon can already have fixed human resource 

operations which are vessel-, train- or pump over related. These human resource operations are known in advance 

and assumed as input to the model. Analogy, the start time of these human resource operations are fixed and the 

constraints in equations (21) to (27) ensure that these human resource operations cannot be interrupted.  

 

The human resource demand of the operational plan cannot exceed the available human resources for each 

t in the planning horizon which results in equation (28). The left hand side of the equation counts the number of 

human resource operations being performed for each t whilst the right hand side represents the available number 

of human resource operators for each t.  The equation is possible due the assumption of individual performed human 

resource operations. Furthermore, equations (29) to (37) specify the variable ranges. 

 

4.4 Customer priority determination 

Company A applies a customer service differentiation strategy by assigning different priorities to customers. 

However, priorities are not assigned in a systematic manner as discussed in Section 3.4. The mathematical model 

part A developed in this research does systematically apply priorities based on the importance of customers. The 

service time of vessels is multiplied with a weight factor within the objective function to assign priorities to 

customers. 

  

    The importance of customers is determined by the profitability of the customer. After discussion with 

management and the Sales Department, five customers are listed which need to be assigned a higher priority than 

the rest of the customers which are of equal importance. The five customers are ordered in level of importance and 

respectively represent Customer1, Customer2, Customer3, Customer4 and Customer5.  

Within an operational plan, the sum of the weights applied to the barges must be equal to one. Barges send 

by the top five customers are assigned a larger weight than the other barges which get assigned an equal weight. 

Also, the size of the weight assigned to barges within the top five increases with a higher order. The formulas below 

are applied to determine the weights assigned to barges within an operational plan.  

1 = 𝛼1𝑛1 + 𝛼2𝑛2 + 𝛼3𝑛3 + 𝛼4𝑛4 + 𝛼5𝑛5 + 𝛼𝑥(𝑛 − (𝑛1 + 𝑛2+𝑛3 + 𝑛4+𝑛5)) 

𝛼1 > 𝛼2 > 𝛼3 > 𝛼4 > 𝛼5 > 𝛼𝑥 

𝑛  total number to be allocated barges     

𝑛1 number of barges send by Customer1   𝛼1 weight coefficient of barge send by Customer1 

𝑛2 number of barges send by Customer2   𝛼2 weight coefficient of barge send by Customer2 

𝑛3 number of barges send by Customer3   𝛼3 weight coefficient of barge send by Customer3 

𝑛4 number of barges send by Customer4   𝛼4 weight coefficient of barge send by Customer4 

𝑛5 number of barges send by Customer5   𝛼5 weight coefficient of barge send by Customer5 

𝑛𝑥 number of barges send by non-top five customers 𝛼𝑥 weight coefficient of barge send by non-top       

        five customers 
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The first formula ensures that the sum of weights applied to all barges is equal to one. The second formula 

constraints the weights for different customer to be increasing with higher priority. By implementing the second 

formula in the first formula, barges of customers with a higher priority get assigned an increasing weight. 

Subsequently, barges from customers without priority get assigned an equal weight which is lower than the weights 

of the priority barges. 

 

4.5 Solution method 

Section 4.5 describes the solution method applied within this research. The solution method developed in this 

research configures an operational plan by solving the mathematical models sequentially. However, mathematical 

model Part A does not take human resource demand and availability into account. Mathematical model part B cannot 

start if the configured berth schedule and vessel related human resource demand from Part A already exceeds the 

available human resources for a certain point of time during the planning horizon.   

An algorithm is developed to ensure feasibility in terms of human resources. The algorithm starts when 

Part A has produced an output and ensures feasibility before starting Part B. A detailed description of the algorithm 

can be found in Appendix M.  

The algorithm is based on a neighborhood search heuristic to find a near optimal solution. The algorithm 

is divided in three algorithms. The first algorithm checks the human resource feasibility of the operational plan 

composed by Part A. If the plan is feasible, the mathematical model proceeds to Part B. If not, algorithm 1 optimally 

sets the operator breaks outside the excess demand intervals. Operator breaks are constrained to take place within 

a range of 1.5 hours from the middle of a shift. The algorithm first keeps operator breaks simultaneously but this 

assumption is dropped if there still is excess demand for any t. If the excess demand cannot be eliminated by setting 

operator breaks, algorithm 2 starts. 

Algorithm 2 eliminates excess demand by shifting a barge on the same berth such that additional waiting 

time to the total waiting time of all barges is minimized. The rest of the operational plan is kept constant. If the 

excess demand cannot be eliminated by shifting barges on the same berth, algorithm 3 starts. Algorithm 3 eliminates 

excess demand by shifting a barge to another berth such that additional waiting- and handling time to the total 

service time of all barges is minimized. If the excess demand cannot be eliminated by shifting barges, barges with 

the lowest priority must be shifted to the next planning horizon and model Part A is restarted.  

In conclusion, the solution method consists of the following steps: 

1. Configure a berth schedule by solving mathematical model Part A for a certain instance; 

2. Translate the berth schedule, planned trains and pump overs in human resource demand; 

3. If necessary, ensure human resource feasibility by applying the algorithm; 

4. Use output Part A as input to Part B ; 

5. Allocate independent human resource over the planning horizon by solving mathematical Part B; 

6. Merge berth schedule, planned trains and pump overs together with the human resource operations in an 

overall operational plan.  

Due to this structure, the solution method does not simultaneously or optimally finds a solution but acts as a 

heuristic to find a near optimal solution.  
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CHAPTER 5 | Computational Experiments 
 

 Chapter 5 encompasses the validation of the mathematical model by performing computational 

experiments within four carefully chosen case studies. Also, the results are compared with the as-is situation by 

comparing the operational plans produced within this research with the operational plans produced by the planners 

of the terminal. Section 5.1 elaborates on the implementation details by describing the mathematical solving 

method. Next, Section 5.2 introduces the case studies with their characteristics. The first case study is discussed 

intensively to get a deeper understanding of the information which planners have available before composing an 

operational plan. Section 5.3 presents the results of the four case studies. Subsequently, Section 5.4 tests the validity 

of the operational plans composed by the terminal in the as-is situation. The accuracy of berth time estimates by 

both the solution method and the planners is tested in Section 5.5 and a sensitivity analysis is performed in Section 

5.6. Chapter 5 ends with a brief summary of the computational results in Section 5.7.  

 

5.1 Implementation details 

To obtain results for different instances with the solution method and to compose an operational plan, the 

mathematical models need to be solved. The two parts are independent and therefore solved separately and 

sequentially. SolverStudio, a strong open source MILP solver, was used by the author to be able to solve the MILP 

mathematical models (Mason, 2013). By translating the model with the GMPL language, the solver is able to read 

the model and calculate the optimal values for the decision variables. And thus produce an optimal planning which 

satisfies all constraints and optimizes the objective function (Sottinen, 2009). 

 

5.1.1 SolverStudio 

SolverStudio is an add-in for Excel that allows building and solving optimization models in Excel using a multitude 

of optimization modelling languages like AMPL, GAMS, PuLP or GMPL (Mason, 2013). SolverStudio provides 

enhanced optimization capabilities within the familiar environment of Excel. By choosing one of the optimization 

modelling languages, the mathematical model can be translated with this language and written in a textbox in Excel. 

Data input can be written in the excel spreadsheets and the optimization is started with a single start button within 

the add-in. The data output of the mathematical model is then written in the excel spreadsheet. The optimization 

modelling language GNU MathProg Language (GMPL) is used to translate the mathematical model in this research. 

5.1.2 GNU MathProg modelling language 

GMPL is modeling language intended for describing (mixed) linear mathematical programming models. GMPL is 

a subset of the AMPL language (Fourer, Gay, & Kernighan, 1990). Model descriptions written in GMPL consist of 

a set of statements and data blocks. A solver program analyzes the model description and translates it into internal 

data structures, which may be then used to obtain a numeric solution to the problem (GNU MathProg, 2017). 

5.1.3 Process of model solving 

The model formulations described in Section 4.2.4 and 4.3.4 are translated with GMPL. The translation code for 

these model formulations can be found in Appendix H. A Decision Support Tool (DST) is developed in Excel which 

will support the process of model solving by filling in the right data input, enacting and combining the optimization 

of both model parts and interpreting the numeric solution to the problem. A detailed description of the DST and 

its use will be discussed in Chapter 6.  
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5.2 Introduction to chosen cases 

Four case studies are developed to perform computational experiments. A case study is an exercise that brings to 

life real business scenarios. They enable applying and testing theoretical concepts, in this case a mathematical model, 

in real world situations. The case studies studied in this research consist of fictitious instance at the terminal which 

includes all information available to the planners before composing an operational plan. This information is used as 

input to the mathematical models. All case studies describe the instance and depict the operational plan composed 

by the planners and the operational plan composed by the solution method. The process of composing an operational 

plan by the solution method and applying the algorithms is depicted for the fourth case study in Appendix N. 

 The four case studies are selected on the criteria: type of modalities, level of throughput and human 

resource availability. Type of modalities define which type of modalities need to be planned. Throughput represents 

the number of plannable items to be planned for an operational plan and human resource availability represents the 

number of available operators for all three shifts. An overview of the case studies is given in Table 1.  

Table 1: A tabular overview of the four case studies. 

  Part A     Part B   

№ Case study Modalities Level Independent HR 
operations 

HR availability 

1 "Seaside" Barges                      
Seagoing vessels 

high                
high 

moderate low 

2 "Train" Barges                
Seagoing vessels  
Train 

moderate  
moderate 
high 

moderate moderate 

3 "Independent HR" Barges           
Seagoing vessels      
Pump over 

moderate           
moderate          
moderate 

high moderate 

4 "Overall Terminal" Barges               
Seagoing vessel                
Train                         
Pump over 

high                
high         
high           
high 

high high 

 

The four case studies cover the range of possible planning situations at the terminal. The case studies are 

carefully chosen after discussion with management and the Planning Department.  A detailed description of the case 

studies is given in the following sections together with an explanation why the case study is chosen. 

 

5.2.1 Seaside 

The case study “Seaside” focuses on the seaside of the terminal. Management of Company A has indicated that 

handling of the modalities barges and seagoing vessels is of most importance to the company due to economic 

reasons. The handling of barges and seagoing vessels forms the core of an operational plan and acts as a starting point 

in composing an operational plan.   

As can be seen in Table 1, this case study contains a high level of barges and seagoing vessels, together with 

low human resource availability and a moderate level of to be allocated independent human resource operations. A 

complete overview of the exact instance details can be found in Appendix K.  Tables 2 to 6 give a brief overview of 

the case study. Table 2 lists the barges which will arrive during the planning horizon and which need to be planned. 

Vessels which have arrived before the planning horizon can block the berths for a specified time.  
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Table 3 entails this blockage and also lists the handling time of that vessel in order to accurately calculate 

the human resource demand during the operational plan. The blockage of the berth time includes the one hour 

safety rule. Table 4 lists the arriving seagoing vessels and Table 5 portrays the human resource availability during 

the planning horizon. The independent human resource operations are given in Table 6. The next sections provide 

the operational plans composed by the terminal and by the solution method. 

 

5.2.1.1 Operational plan Terminal 

The operational plan composed by the terminal within the case study “seaside” is shown in Figure 9. The y-axis 

represents the berths and x-axis represents the time in hours. The rectangles represents vessels where light blue 

rectangles represent vessels from the previous operational plan and dark blue rectangles represent planned vessels 

in the current operational plan.  

Table 5: Human resource availability. 

Shift Time (hr) № Operators 

1 8 6 

2 8 6 

3 8 6 

 

Table 3: Berth availability. 

Berth Time Pre-HT  

1 3 0 

2 0 0 

3 0 0 

4 0 0 

5 6 10 

6 0 0 

7 7 0 

8 0 0 

9 0 0 

10 3 0 

 

Table 2: Arriving barges in the planning horizon. 

№ Name Min ETA Priorities 

1 TL NENA 0 0,0533 

2 TL JAN 10 0,0533 

3 TL NU 4 0,16 

4 TL LUCY 0 0,18 

5 TL VIER 6 0,0533 

6 TL JOOST 0 0,0533 

7 TL RIK 4 0,20 

8 TL EINDHOVEN 18 0,0533 

9 TL NEDERLAND 12 0,0533 

10 TL NIEMAND 16 0,14 

 

Table 4: Fixed seagoing vessel specifications. 

№ Name Start Duration Berth 

1 PT ESSBERGER  14  37 5 

2 PT CAROLINAS  0  52 4 

3 PT ITALY  5  44 3 

 

Table 6: Independent human resource operations. 

№ Type Min start Max end Duration 

1 Line cleaning3 240 839 182 

2 Observation round1 0 479 67 

3 Observation round2 480 959 67 

4 Observation round3 960 1439 67 

5 Tank41 480 1079 32 

6 Tank42 960 1439 32 

7 Heating1 0 1439 41 

 

№ Type Min start Max end Duration 

8 Heating2 480 1439 28 

9 Tank9 480 959 43 

10 Tank7 0 1439 41 

11 Tank7 0 1439 41 

12 Line cleaning7 960 1439 170 

13 Tank3 960 1439 35 

14 Cleaning11 960 1439 30 
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5.2.1.2 Operational Plan Mathematical Model 

Figure 10 visualizes the operational plan as composed by the mathematical model for Part A. The complete 

operational plan is given in Appendix O. The operational plan of the planners and the solution method differ in 

individual berth times and berthing positions.  

 

Figure 10: Berth planning by the mathematical model within case study "Seaside". 

Figure 9: Berth planning by the planners within case study "Seaside". 
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5.2.2 Train 

The case study “Train” depicts a planning horizon with the arrival and handling of a train. Arrival of trains is known 

at least 4 days in advance and is seen as fixed in the operational plan. Nonetheless, the handling of trains requires 

human resources from the CO. The train station at the terminal can process one train at the time and requires one 

operator during the entire processing time plus approximately one hour in advance due to required preparation.  

 

 A detailed description of the instance within this case study is given in Appendix L. Seven barges and two 

seagoing vessels will arrive during the planning horizon and need to be allocated over the berths. Six out of ten 

berths are still occupied by vessels from the previous operational plan. One train will arrive at the terminal after 3 

hours into the operational plan. 

 

 The human resource availability within the three shifts consists of respectively eight, six and seven 

operators. Next to the human resource demand for the handling of the vessels and the train, eighteen independent 

human resource operations need to be allocated over the planning horizon to balance the workload of the operators. 

The operational plans composed for this instance both by the planners and the solution method can be found in 

Appendix O. The results of this case study will be discussed in Section 5.3.  

 

5.2.3 Independent HR operations 

The case study “Independent HR operations” represents an instance at the terminal where a high level of 

independent human resource operations need to be performed during the planning horizon. This case study is 

chosen to analyze how the mathematical model performs when a significant amount of independent human resource 

operations need to be allocated to balance the workload of the operators. Two pump overs are included to evaluate 

and validate how the solution method deals with fixed pump overs during the operational plan. Six barges and two 

seagoing vessels will arrive at the seaside and 29 independent human resources need to be performed. The human 

resource availability consists of seven, eight and six operators in respectively shift 1, 2 and 3. The operation plans 

composed for this instance both by the planners and the solution method can be found in Appendix O. The results 

of this case study will be discussed in Section 5.3.  

5.2.4 Overall Terminal 

The case study “Overall terminal” represents an extreme case. A high level of barges, seagoing vessels and trains 

will arrive during the planning horizon and need to be planned. Also, a high level of pump overs and independent 

human resources need to be performed. This case study is chosen to determine how the solution method performs 

in extreme values where the constraints are tested. A detailed description of the instance within this case study is 

given in Appendix L. Nine barges and three seagoing vessels have to be planned at the seaside of the terminal. One 

train will arrive at the train station at the beginning of the planning horizon and two pump overs need to be 

performed. Furthermore, 26 independent human resource operations need to be performed by the operators. The 

human resource availability consists of eight operators for all shifts. The operation plans composed for this instance 

both by the planners and the solution method can be found in Appendix O. The process of composing the 

operational plan is given in Appendix N. The results of this case study will be discussed in Section 5.3. 

 

5.3 Results 

Section 5.3 discusses the results of the computational experiments within the four case studies described in the 

previous section. The results show the performance of the operational plan composed by the planners and the 

solution method. First, Section 5.3.1 describes the applied performance measures of an operational plan. Following, 

Section 5.3.2 compares the KPI values of the operational plan composed by the planners and the solution method 

for all four case studies. In Section 5.3.3, the operational plans are analyzed in terms of human resource feasibility. 

A complete overview of the results for each case study is given in Appendix M. 
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5.3.1 Performance measurement of an operational plan 

The performance of an operational plan is measured by a predetermined set of KPI’s. By analyzing the KPI output 

of an operational plan, the overall performance of the plan can be determined. An overview of the set of KPI’s can 

be found in the most left column of table 7. In terms of a customer service, performance is delivered by minimizing 

the turnaround around time for vessels which includes waiting- and handling times. Berth utilization measures 

internal operational performance. Furthermore, the average- and total waiting time of independent human resource 

operations are added to measure the workload of human resources. High waiting times indicate a higher workload 

for the operators. 

5.3.2 Performance operational plans 

Table 7 portrays the KPI output of the operational plans within the four case studies. On first sight, the operational 

plans of the terminal produce better KPI scores and thus, a higher performance. However, the KPI “Total handling 

time barges” shows significant lower berth time estimates for the terminal in comparison to the mathematical model. 

Lower berth time estimates have a favorable effect on all other KPI’s. Section 5.5 will prove that the solution 

method produces a higher accuracy of berth time estimates. Also, the following section shows that the operational 

plans of the terminal are not feasible in terms of human resources and the operational plan will most likely not be 

possible in real time. Infeasibility of the operational plan leads to incorrect KPI output values.  

 An important observation can be made in the last two columns of Table 7 which represent the KPI output 

values within the case study “Overall Terminal”. Even with approximately 15 hours of more total handling time of 

barges, the solution method produces an operational plan with less waiting time for all barges in comparison to the 

operational plan of the terminal.  

Table 7: KPI output of operational plans within the four case studies. 

                                                          Case Study                                   
KPI 

“Seaside” “Train” “Independent HR” “Overall Terminal” 

T SM T SM T SM T SM 

Average waiting time barges (hrs) 0 0,26 0 0 0,22 0,22 4,82 4,57 

Average turnaround time barges (hrs) 6,6 8,26 8 8,29 8,22 9,55 11,77 13,28 

Average berth utilization 0,58 0,63 0,49 0,51 0,46 0,49 0,68 0,74 

Makespan (hrs) 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 

Total waiting time (hrs) 0 2,59 0 0 1,3 1,3 48,2 45,72 

Total handling time (hrs) 199 213,02 147 149,03 141 149,01 222,5 240,04 

Total service time (incl. priorities) (hrs) - 7,79 - 8,7 - 9,48 - 17,52 

Total waiting time barges (hrs) 0 2,59 0 0 1,3 1,3 48,2 45,72 

Total handling time barges (hrs) 66 80,02 56 58,03 48 56,01 69,5 87,04 

Total service time barges (hrs) 66 82,61 56 58,03 49,3 57,31 117,7 132,76 

Total waiting time HR operations (min) - 321 - 185 - 684 - 1335 

Average waiting time HR operations (min) - 22,92 - 10,28 - 23,59 - 51,35 

     *T = Terminal, SM = Solution Method 

5.3.3 Feasibility terminal operational plans  

Human resources are constrained at the terminal as discussed in the problem statement. However, the planners at 

the terminal do not directly calculate the human resource demand when composing their operational plan. The 

planners with their years of experience keep the human resource demand estimates in the back of their mind when 

composing a plan. In this section, the human resource feasibility of the terminal’s operational plans is tested by 

applying the same human resource demand estimates as within the mathematical model. Figures 20 till 25 in 

Appendix M show the results of the test. Human resource demand and availability are depicted by a graph during 

the entire planning horizon. The independent human resource operations are not included in the figures of the 

terminal since the planners do not schedule these operations. Even without these independent human resource 

operations, three out of four operational plans of the terminal show infeasibility by having a higher human resource 

demand than availability at a certain point of time. In practice, infeasibility will most likely lead to deviations and 

thus a lower level of predictability and reliability of the operational planning.  
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5.4 Berth time estimates interchange 

Section 5.4 discusses the human resource feasibility of the operational plans composed by the planners by 

implementing the berth time estimates of the mathematical model within the operational plan of the terminal within 

all four case studies. Subsequently, the KPI output values of the resulting operational plan are noted and compared 

with the KPI values of the solution method.  

 Table 8 portrays the KPI value output for the terminal’s initial operational plan but with implemented 

berth time estimates of the mathematical model. The last row of Table 8 depicts the total service time of barges 

within the operational plans composed by the terminal and the solution method for all case studies. As can be seen, 

the solution method achieves a higher performance in the case studies Train, Independent HR and Overall Terminal 

by scoring lower on this KPI.  

Interchanging the berth time estimates sets an improved basis for comparing the KPI value output. 

However, three out of four operational plans of the terminal are still infeasible in terms of human resources. Only 

the terminal’s operational plan within the case study “Independent HR” is feasible.  

 

Table 8: KPI output of operational plans within the four case studies with interchanged berth time estimates. 

                                                        Case Study                                   
KPI 

Seaside Train Independent HR Overall Terminal 

T SM T SM T SM T SM 

Average waiting time barges (hrs) 0,00 0,26 0,04 0 0,22 0,22 4,89 4,57 

Average turnaround time barges (hrs) 8,18 8,26 8,41 8,29 9,99 9,55 13,361 13,28 

Average berth utilization 0,64 0,63 0,51 0,51 0,50 0,49 0,739583 0,74 

Makespan (hrs) 24,00 24,00 24,00 24 24,00 24,00 24 24 

Total waiting time (hrs) 0,00 2,59 0,30 0 1,30 1,30 48,9 45,72 

Total handling time (hrs) 214,84 213,02 149,54 149,03 151,62 149,01 237,71 240,04 

Total service time (incl. priorities) (hrs) - 7,79 - 8,7 - 9,48 - 17,52 

Total waiting time barges (hrs) 0,00 2,59 0,30 0 1,30 1,30 48,9 45,72 

Total handling time barges (hrs) 81,84 80,02 58,54 58,03 58,62 56,01 84,71 87,04 

Total service time barges (hrs) 81,84 82,61 58,84 58,03 59,92 57,31 133,61 132,76 

 

5.5 Berth time forecast comparison 

Section 5.5 compares the berth time predictability of the planners and the solution method. A sample of N=33 

barges is selected and the actual berth time of these barges is noted. Subsequently, the berth time estimations of 

planners and the solution method are calculated and compared with the actual berth times. A complete list of the 

barges with the order specifications can be found in Appendix T. Table 9 portrays the results of the comparison.  

 The first row in the Table 9 represents the average estimation for all barges. The barges are also 

differentiated on flow type and product group of the orders on board. For all barges together, the planners and the 

solution method predict a shorter berth time on average. When differentiating on flow type, the results also show 

a shorter estimated berth time by the planners and the solution method. If the type of barge is differentiated on 

product group of the orders on board, the planners estimate a longer berth time for crude oil barges and shorter 

berth time estimates for the remaining product groups. The solution method predicts a longer berth time for 

petroleum products barges and a shorter berth time for the remaining product groups.  

 When comparing the estimations of the planners and the solution method with the actual berth times, the 

berth time forecasts of the solution method have an average deviation of -0,28 hours and the forecasts of the planners 

-1,54 hours. When differentiating the barges on flow type or product groups, the solution method forecasts are 

significantly closer to the actual berth times than the forecast of the planners. Only for crude oil barges, the planners 

forecast on average a more accurate berth time and thus closer to the actual berth time.  
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Table 9: Results of berth time forecast comparison. 

Type of barge N E[HT] T E[HT] SM Actual HT  Avg. Dev. T Avg. Dev.SM 

All 33 7,26 8,52 8,79 -1,54 -0,28 

Flow type 
 

          

Discharging (IN) 18 7,64 9,14 9,36 -1,73 -0,22 

Loading, tank not empty (OUT,N) 12 6,67 7,68 8,04 -1,38 -0,37 

Loading, tank empty (OUT,Y) 3 7,33 8,16 8,38 -1,04 -0,22 

Productgroup 
 

          

Crude oil 3 10,50 8,50 9,61 0,89 -1,11 

Biofuels 10 7,75 8,82 9,46 -1,71 -0,64 

Oleo chemicals 9 7,39 8,78 8,83 -1,45 -0,05 

Petroleum products 11 5,82 8,04 7,94 -2,12 0,10 

 

 

5.6 Sensitivity analysis 

A sensitivity analysis is applied within the extreme case “Overall Terminal” to understand how the solution method 

reacts when changing the input parameters and to analyze the potential change in performance by comparing the 

KPI values. The solution method contains the following type of input parameters: number of operators per shift, 

berth locations, set of incoming barges, seagoing vessels, trains, pump overs or independent human resources.  

Management has indicated that a change in number of operators available per shift is of most importance 

due to the constrained availability of human resources and the variation in human resource availability as indicated 

within the problem statement. The effects of adding and eliminating one extra operator to each shift is tested within 

the extreme case “Overall Terminal”. The complete results of the sensitivity analysis can be found in Appendix V.  

One additional operator in all shifts has the same increase in performance as one additional operator in shift 

1. Adding one operator to shift 2 or shift 3 does not increase the overall performance of the operational plan. One 

additional operator in shift 1 yields a 4.35% decrease in waiting time of barges and a 1,50% decrease in the total 

service time of barges. Eliminating one operator in all three shifts has a significant negative effect on the performance 

and the effect is approximately four times larger when adding an operator. One operator less in all shifts yields a 

21.75% increase in waiting times of barges and 7,48% increase in total turnaround time of barges.  

Also, the average- and total waiting time of barges are visualized in a line graph for all scenarios within the 

sensitivity analysis and can be found below in figure 11. The same is done for the average- and total turnaround 

time for barges and this line graph can be found in figure 13.  

Both figures show a more or less constant level of waiting- and turnaround time of barges if operators are 

added to a shift or all shifts. However, if one operator is eliminated from all shifts the waiting-and turnaround time 

of all barges significantly increases which explains the steep increase in both figures.  
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Figure 1: Sensitivity analysis results visualized for the KPI’s average- and total waiting time barges. 

Figure 12: Sensitivity analysis results visualized for the KPI’s average- and total turnaround time barges. 
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5.7 Brief summary of the results and validation of the solution method 

Four case studies are chosen to test the mathematical models and compare the output of the solution method with 

the as-is situation at the terminal. The comparison is done by comparing the operational plan of the planners with 

the operational plan of the solution method within all four case studies. Initially, the results show that the operational 

plans of the terminal produce better KPI scores within all four case studies.  However, after testing the accuracy of 

berth time forecasts of both the planners and the solution method, the solution method produces more accurate 

berth time forecasts. For a more valid comparison of the plans, the predicted berth times of the solution method 

are incorporated in the plans of the terminal.  

Following, the results show that the solution method produces KPI values superior for all KPI’s within 

three cases. Only for the case study “Seaside”, the terminal scores slightly better. The solution method produces on 

average an operational plan with 0,87 hours less service time. Also, the operational plans of mathematical model 

Part B take human resource demand and availability into account. When adding human resource demand and 

availability to the operational plans of the terminal, three out of four operational plans are infeasible. Infeasibility of 

the operational plan leads to false KPI output which makes comparisons invalid.  

Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis is applied on the solution method within the extreme case. The effects 

of adding or eliminating one operator is tested. Adding one operator to shift 2 or shift 3 does not increase the overall 

performance of the operational plan. One additional operator in shift 1 yields a 4.35% decrease in waiting time of 

barges and a 1,50% decrease in the total service time of barges. Eliminating one operator in all three shifts has a 

significant negative effect on the performance and the effect is approximately four times larger when adding an 

operator. One operator less in all shifts yields a 21.75% increase in waiting times of barges and 7,48% increase in 

total service time of barges. 
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CHAPTER 6 | Implementation to DST 
 

 Chapter 6 provides a detailed description of the developed DST. The solution method is implemented in 

the daily decision making of the planners by embedding the models in a DST. Section 6.1 describes the DST by 

visualizing the processes of the DST in a process view. Furthermore, the spreadsheets of the DST are explained and 

visualized in the same section. The chapter ends by describing the implementation plan in Section 6.2. 

 

6.1 Decision Support Tool 

A DST is developed to support the Planning Department in their daily decision making with regards to the 

operational plan. The solution method is incorporated in the tool such that the end user can start the optimization 

and construct an operational plan. Model translation code and the settings are hidden in the system of the tool. The 

end-user does not require any experience with algorithms or coding to be able to use it. By entering the input data, 

the end user can start the optimization and the tool will display the output in an easy interpretable way. A manual 

is written to explain and support the use of the DST to the end user. The DST manual can be found in Appendix I.  

 The DST is configured in Excel which is used in all workplaces of Company A. The display of the tool 

consists of six spreadsheets where only the first five will be unlocked for the daily use of the end-user. The sixth 

spreadsheet is used for storing norm times for expected berth time calculation of vessels. A screenshot of each 

spreadsheet can be found in Appendix U. Excel Macros are embedded in the DST to support the end user. The 

processes of these Macros are described in Appendix J.  

 

6.1.1 Process view of Decision Support Tool  

A process view of the DST is created to give a clear and concise overview of the main processes performed by the 

DST. The process view is portrayed in Figure 17 in Appendix K. The colored rectangles represent processes and 

the color indicates who or what performs the process. The dotted boxes represent the spreadsheets in the DST 

where the processes are performed. As can be seen in the Figure 17, the DST starts on spreadsheet 1 and the end 

user will end in spreadsheet 5. The following section will give a brief description of the processes per spreadsheet.  

 

6.1.2  Spreadsheets 

The DST consists of five active sheets and are operated in a consecutive manner. The first spreadsheet “1.BERTH 

TIMES” contains the berth time calculator which is described in Section 3.1.5. Before starting the DST, the end 

user first eliminates data from the previous operational plan via starting a Macro. Subsequently, by filling in barge- 

and order specifications by the end user, the mechanism forecasts the expected berth time for all possible berths 

and automatically feeds the forecasts in a table in the second spreadsheet via a Macro.  

 The second spreadsheet is called “2. INPUT” and functions as the input field for mathematical model Part 

A. The berth time forecasts for all barges are stated in a table. After filling in the instance parameter values, the end 

user can enact mathematical model Part A by pressing on a start button in the upper row of the spreadsheet. At this 

point, StudioSolver automatically performs the optimization and will print the output of the optimization in the 

table on the right side of the spreadsheet. The end user can now proceed to the third spreadsheet “3.OUTPUT” 

where the DST has automatically visualized the output of Part A, the berth allocation.  
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 The third spreadsheet automatically visualizes the output of Part A in three figures. The berth allocation is 

shown in a time space diagram where the x-axis represents the time in hours and y-axis the berth locations. Vessels 

are shown as rectangles. Secondly, the human resource availability and demand during the planning horizon is 

visualized in a line diagram. The third figure shows the berth allocation together with the vessel-related human 

resource operations. The KPI’s of the berth allocation are conveniently shown in large blue boxes next to the 

figures. A feasibility check box is added where the end user can check if the berth allocation is feasible in terms of 

human resources. If the box is green and notes the message YES, the end user can proceed to the next spreadsheet 

for Part B. If the message says NO, the end user can start the algorithms to ensure feasibility of Part A. If the 

algorithms do not manage to achieve feasibility, the instance is infeasible. The end-user has to choose which 

plannable items he wants to push to the next planning horizon and start the DST from the beginning. 

 The fourth spreadsheet “4. INPUT PART B” functions as the input field for mathematical model Part B. 

After filling in the input parameter values related to the independent human resource operations, the DST 

automatically copies all the human resource operations time data from spreadsheet 2 and converts the duration and 

start times from hours to minutes. The end user can start the model solving by enacting a Macro in the spreadsheet. 

At this point, StudioSolver automatically performs the optimization and will print the output of the optimization in 

the table on the right side of the spreadsheet. The end user can now proceed to the fifth spreadsheet where the DST 

has automatically visualized the output of Part B.  

 The fifth spreadsheet “5.OUTPUT PART B” automatically visualizes the output of Part B in two figures. 

The first figure shows the overall operational plan which visualizes the berth allocation together with the planned 

modalities and all human resource operations. The second figure visualizes the human resource availability and 

demand during the planning horizon in a line diagram. The KPI’s of the berth allocation and the independent HR 

operations are conveniently shown in large green boxes next to the figures.  

 

6.2 Implementation plan 

The implementation of the DST at Company A is realized in four phases: (1) introduction phase, (2) training phase, 

(3) initializing phase and the (4) evaluation phase. During the introduction phase, the DST is presented to 

management and the Planning Department. A presentation will be held to explain the potential of the DST and 

where the DST is used for. Also, a brief summary of the research and the solution method will be included.  

 An interactive training session will be planned during the training phase. In this session, the DST manual 

is explained and the use is shown via a case study. Subsequently, the planners are tested and are given another case 

study in which they have to compose an operational plan via the DST.  At the end of the training session, planners 

are provided with a copy of the DST manual. 

 During the initializing phase, the planners will use the tool for the first time in their daily decision making. 

Even with the performed training session, the planners will need time to get adjusted to the DST and reek the full 

potential of the DST. During this phase, the developer of the DST will closely accompany the planners for support 

and answering all resulting questions.  

 After using the DST tool in practice for a short period of time, the DST and output is evaluated during the 

evaluation phase. A session will be held together with management and the Planning Department where the use of 

the DST will be discussed. Also, the composed operational plans will be viewed and the performance of this plans 

will be discussed. Potential changes emerged from this session will be processed in the DST and the initializing 

phase is restarted. This iterative cycle of the initializing phase and the evaluation phase will take place for a 

predetermined time to achieve the best fit and full potential of the DST.  
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CHAPTER 7 | Conclusions & Discussion 
 

 The final Chapter 7 concludes this research with a conclusion and discussion. Section 7.1 discusses the 

conclusions of this research by evaluating the five main research objectives. Subsequently, the limitations of this 

research are listed and described in Section 7.2. This chapter ends with Section 7.3 which discusses the theoretical 

relevance of the findings, potential future research translated from the limitations and literature gaps.  

 

7.1 Conclusion 

The main objective of this research consisted of improving berth scheduling at the terminal and increasing the 

predictability and reliability of the daily operational planning of barges and seaside operations. Conclusions of this 

research are discussed by evaluating the five main research objectives as presented in Section 2.3.2. 

1. Describe the as-is situation at the terminal 

In the current situation, the terminal almost daily encounters multiple deviations from their operational planning 

with a high level of tank occupancy and a reduced workforce. These deviations cause a low level of predictability 

and reliability of the daily operational seaside planning which leads to not meeting order time agreements, higher 

passed on demurrage costs and decreased customer service. The KPI formed and measured for this research has 

identified multiple internal and external causes. Internal causes entail no software support of the planners, no 

systemized customer service differentiation, low insights in human resource demand and variability in the 

constrained human resource availability. External causes consist of a significant amount of last minute orders 

(changes) and uncertainty in vessel arrival times and berth times. The focus of this research was directed on 

systemizing customer service differentiation, implementing human resource demand in decision making and more 

accurately predict vessel berth times. 

 

2. Determine the sets of primary- and human resource operations and determine the related 

estimated lead times. 

Primary operations consists of the handling of barges, seagoing vessels, trains and pump overs. A berth time 

calculator is developed to accurately predict berth times of barges. The berth time of a barge is determined to 

consist of five independent components namely net pumping time, in-between idle time, interruption idle time and 

pre/post idle time. Lead times are determined with a data analysis of all primary operations in the last two year and 

lead times are incorporated in the berth time calculator.  

Human resource operations are divided in vessel related-, train related-, pump over related- and 

independent human resource operations. Lead times of these human resource operations are determined with field 

data analyses and expertise of the planners and operators.  

Assignment of priorities is based on the profitability of the customers. Five customers are listed which need 

to be assigned a higher priority than the rest of the customers which are of equal importance. Exact weights assigned 

to customers’ barges are determined by the total number of arriving vessels within the planning horizon. 

3. Test the solution method in a case study and compare the results with the as-is situation. 

The performance of the solution method is determined by the KPI output values of the composed plan. Initially, 

the operational plans of the terminal produce better KPI scores within all four case studies.  However, the KPI 

“Total handling time barges” shows significant lower berth time estimates for the terminal in comparison to the 

solution method. Lower berth time estimates have a favorable effect on all other KPI’s. When comparing the 
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estimates of the planners and the solution method with the actual berth times, the berth time estimates of the 

solution method have an average deviation of -0,28 hours and the estimates of the planners -1,54 hours. The 

conclusion can be made that the solution method produces more accurate berth times. For better comparison, the 

berth time estimates of the solution method are incorporated in the operational plans of the terminal.  

Results show that the solution method produces KPI values superior for all KPI’s within three cases. Only 

for the case study “Seaside”, the terminal scores slightly better. The main objective of composing an operational 

plan consists of minimizing the total service time of barges and thus improving customer service. The solution 

method produces on average an operational plan with 0,87 hours less service time. However, the operational plans 

of the solution method take human resource demand and availability into account. When adding human resource 

demand and availability to the operational plans of the terminal, three out of four operational plans are infeasible. 

In practice, infeasibility will most likely lead to deviations and thus a lower level of predictability and reliability of 

the operational planning. Infeasibility of the plan leads to false KPI output which makes comparisons invalid.  

Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis is applied on the solution method within the extreme case. The effects 

of adding or eliminating one operator is tested. One additional operator in all shifts has the same increase in 

performance as one additional operator in shift 1. Adding one operator to shift 2 or shift 3 does not increase the 

overall performance of the operational plan. One additional operator in shift 1 yields a 4.35% decrease in waiting 

time of barges and a 1,50% decrease in the total service time of barges. Eliminating one operator in all three shifts 

has a significant negative effect on the performance and the effect is approximately four times larger when adding 

an operator. One operator less in all shifts yields a 21.75% increase in waiting times of barges and 7,48% increase 

in total service time of barges. 

As an overall conclusion, the developed solution method performs better than the as-is situation leading 

to improved berth scheduling and increased predictability and reliability of the daily operational planning. On top 

of the increased performance, the solution method also schedules the independent human resources and takes 

human resource demand and availability into account. Additional benefits of the solution method list elimination of 

unpleasant arithmetical calculations of the planners and visualization of operational plans.  

4. Transform the solution method in a Decision Support Tool for Company A to support them with 

the daily planning of all seaside operations. 

A DST is developed in Excel to support the Planning Department in their daily decision making with regards to the 

operational plan. The berth time calculator and the mathematical models are incorporated in the tool such that the 

end user can start the optimization and construct an operational plan. Model translation code and the settings are 

hidden in the system of the tool. The end-user does not require any experience with algorithms or coding to be able 

to use it. By entering the input data, the end user can start the optimization and the tool will display the operational 

plan and KPI’s in an easy interpretable way.  

5. Develop an implementation plan on how the Decision Support Tool can be implemented for 

further use by Company A. 

The implementation of the DST at Company A is realized in four phases: (1) introduction phase, (2) training phase, 

(3) initializing phase and the evaluation phase (4). The DST and functions are presented in the introduction phase 

and the planners will learn how to work with the DST during the training phase. During the initializing phase, the 

planners will use the tool for the first time in their daily decision making and the tool is evaluated during the 

evaluation phase. Potential changes emerged from this session will be processed in the DST and the initializing phase 

is restarted. This iterative cycle of the initializing phase and the evaluation phase will take place for a predetermined 

time to achieve the best fit and full potential of the DST. 
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7.2 Theoretical relevance of findings 

This research is the first in BAP literature to take human resource demand and human resource availability into 

account for the berth allocation of vessels at a seaport terminal. The results of this study show that the inclusion of 

human resource demand and availability can have a significant effect on the berth allocation and helps creating a 

more reliable planning. Ignoring the human resource feasibility of a berth schedule can lead to infeasibility of the 

operational plan and deviations with higher waiting times as a result.  

 

7.3 Limitations 

Due to assumptions or other reasons, this research is liable to limitations. The main limitations of this research are 

listed below accompanied with a short description. 

- Discrete duration times 

All operation duration times and barge arrival times are assumed deterministic due to model complexity reasons. 

In practice, these duration times follow a continuous probability function. By assuming deterministic operation 

duration times, the output of the solution method is less accurate and  more abstract. E.g, it is highly improbable 

that the inspection of a tank costs an operator exactly the assumed time. These durations or arrival times vary in 

practice and with ignoring uncertainty, the model operates with less accurate estimations.  

- Indirect human resource constraints 

Mathematical model Part A allocates barges without taking human resource demand and availability into account. 

It was not possible to add this constraint to mathematical model Part A without exponentially increasing the model 

solving duration above an acceptable timespan. The DST checks the output of Part A for human resource feasibility. 

If not, a developed algorithm starts to find a near optimal solution before proceeding to Part B.  

- No allocation of infrastructure 

The allocation of infrastructure is left out of scope. The end user of the DST can indirectly allocate infrastructure 

to barges by setting the possible berths or constraining the minimum start time of barges.  

- Model solving duration 

With a high amount of plannable items, model solving and composing an operational plan can take around two 

hours or longer. During this time, the planner can perform other work activities. However, for updating the 

operational plan with for example changed arrival times this timespan can be not practical and unacceptable.  

 

7.4 Future research 

Main recommendations for future research are translated from the literature gaps and limitations. Implementing 

uncertainty in human resource operations could be interesting for achieving a higher accuracy in estimating 

durations. The vast majority of BAP literature does not consider uncertainty in terms of stochastic handling times 

or arrival times. Especially not in bulk ports. More research should be done to increase the potential quality of 

stochastic model formulations and solution methods. The models developed in this research are solved with a strong 

exact public MILP solver. Solving this models with an algorithm can significant reduce model solving durations. 

The integration of bulk port specific infrastructure allocation as pipeline segments and pumps has not been studied 

so far and could definitely be of added value for bulk port terminals. Development of a model which integrates 

berth allocation and infrastructure allocation in bulk port terminals can serve as total solution for these terminals. 

Another interesting area to explore would be the allocation of operators. In this research, the human resource 

demand and availability are only dealt with as total. The exact allocation of operators over the human resource 

operations is not included. The addition of this allocation will complete the operational plan.   
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